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Resumen

Este  trabajo  de  tesis  presenta  una  metodología  para  el  desarrollo  de  hardware/software  para  
arquitecturas reconfigurables, basado en la plataforma de Xilinx ML507 la cual integra un procesador 
PowerPC 440, más un área de lógica reconfigurable en donde periféricos personalizados pueden ser 
diseñados e integrados a la plataforma hardware, la cual puede ejecutar el sistema operativo Linux y este 
puede ser empleado como un marco de prueba para los módulos periféricos diseñados. Como ejemplo 
de este  trabajo de tesis  se  ha  diseñado en HDL un dispositivo  que sirve  de interfase a  una perilla,  
comúnmente empleada como controlador de nivel  de volumen en un estéreo,  se muestra  como se 
integra  al  sistema  y  se  desarrolló  un  controlador  (driver)  Linux  del  dispositivo  para  probar  su 
funcionamiento.

Los objetivos de este proyecto se dividen en dos tareas principales, la primera es la adaptación de una 
distribución Linux para poder tener un conjunto de herramientas,  el  cual permita tener un sistema 
utilizable  y  un  entorno  flexible  de  desarrollo  de  software,  teniendo  especial  consideración  de  la 
naturaleza de las plataformas reconfigurables. El segundo es diseñar un conjunto de periféricos en HDL e  
integrarlos al bus del procesador local, teniendo en cuenta que estos módulos deben ser reutilizables e  
independientes de la arquitectura del bus local del sistema.

Los  módulos  de  hardware  personalizados  siguen  la  especificación  Wishbone  versión  B.3  para 
estandarizar la forma de interconectar los módulos personalizados al bus del sistema y estos se puedan  
reutilizar implementando la parte que interactúa con el bus del sistema, así la lógica del periférico puede  
ser integrada en otra arquitectura de una forma sencilla.

La solución para la generación de una distribución Linux utiliza la infraestructura de Openembedded (OE)  
en el cual podemos seleccionar el conjunto de herramientas de software que conformará al sistema de  
archivos y los detalles de la plataforma destino, permitiéndonos un alto grado de personalización de 
acuerdo a las necesidades de la aplicación final. Se propone también una metodología para el desarrollo  
de software utilizando OE como un SDK (Software Development Kit) para poder integrar el software en el 
dispositivo  destino,  como  ejemplo  en  la  sección  [ 4.3.4.]  se  detalla  el  método  de  desarrollo  de 
controladores de dispositivos en Linux empleando OE.
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Abstract

This thesis presents a methodology for hardware/software development for reconfigurable architectures  
based  on  Xilinx  ML507  embedded  platform  that  integrates  a  PowerPC  440  CPU  plus  a  large 
reconfigurable area where custom peripherals can be designed and integrated to the system. Also we run 
Linux that can be employed as a framework for testing the custom peripherals modules. An example in 
this thesis is a wheel encoder device designed in HDL, integrated to the system and tested with a Linux  
device driver.

The goals for this project are divided in two main tasks: the first is to adapt a custom Linux distribution to 
have a complete software stack and a flexible environment for software development, taking special  
consideration in the nature of reconfigurable platforms. The second is to design, implement a set of 
peripherals in HDL and integrate them to the processor local bus, taking into account these hardware  
modules are reusable and architecture independents.

The custom hardware modules follow the Wishbone interconnection standard revision B.3 for module re-
usability and the methodology followed is documented in this work. Thus, newcomers can start right 
away designing and implementing new peripherals integrated to the base system following a portable 
interconnection standard.

The solution for embedded Linux distribution generation utilizes the Openembedded build framework 
where we can select the software stack and provide target board details to customize the  roof file system 
to the final application needs. We also propose a methodology for software development using OE as a 
SDK to integrate the custom software into the target device. As an example section [  4.3.4.] details the 
Linux device driver development method.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter a general background of embedded systems is covered, defined the problem to be 
solved, the approach to be followed, and a contribution list of this thesis.

One of the key factors in the inclusion of the Linux operating system in embedded devices is the access to 
the source code that  can be  modified  and redistributed.  This  adds  a  great  flexibility  for  developing  
embedded products by reusing and enhancing a proved software base from the operating system to  
several libraries and utilities provided around Linux technologies. 

Using a re-configurable target platform FPGA adds another degree of flexibility,  having the ability  to 
reconfigure the hardware platform. This increases the complexity of designing embedded software. The 
Linux kernel must be aware on the hardware changes as in most cases this information is known at build  
time (compiling the Linux kernel),  making it  difficult to inform that new hardware is  available.  Linux  
kernel developers introduced  flat device tree descriptors to unify passing information of the hardware 
resources  from  the  boot  loader  to  the  kernel.  This  feature  can  also  be  used  by  re-configurable 
architectures since the hardware layout information is decoupled from the kernel source code [Gibson,
2006].

The Alligator_SP project aims to design another super scalar processor in hardware description language 
that can be implemented on re-configurable architecture. The Alligator_OS has two main goals; one to  
design a set of custom peripherals in hardware description languages with portability in mind that can be 
integrated into the Alligator_SP and the second is to provide the corresponding Linux environment and 
device  drivers  for  each particular  peripheral.  This  creates  additional  needs  to  be  able  to  probe  the  
hardware/software  design  implementations:  a  complete  board  support  package  that  consist  of  the 
toolchain (compiler, linker assembler, etc) plus a set of essential libraries and user space applications in  
order to have a useful system on the target platform.

 1.1. Background

An embedded system is a computer system designed to perform a single or few  dedicated tasks often  
with real time constrains. Embedded systems are typically controlled by a low cost microprocessor or  
micro-controller,  and  systems  engineers  can  design  an  embedded  application  with  an  optimal 
performance and cost  by  simplifying  the hardware requirements.  Embedded devices  are  not  always 
stand alone systems as more complex the systems are an operating system might be needed in order to 
have an arbitration mechanism to  execute the main task.

The nature of embedded systems brings several trade offs and limitations that must be considered in  
order to provide an optimal solution for a particular problem. These trade offs are real time execution,  
physical size, development environment, testing performance, power consumption, user interface, multi  
rate operation and memory usage [Barret, 2006].
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When a system must  operate  with real  time constrains  it  means that  the results  of  a  task must  be 
available at  the end of a  designed time interval.  Thus,  an anti-lock brake system in a car  is  a  good  
example of a system that mus respond to real time execution. If the system doesn't respond within the 
time interval it could cause a fatal accident. This is know as hard time deadlines as the system not only 
needs to respond correctly but needs to respond in the time interval. On the other hand systems with  
soft deadlines such as missing a deadline, nothing critical happens. For example a video recorder camera 
can  miss  capturing  a  few frames  in  a  short  time  interval  with  that  those  missing  frames  won't  be  
noticeable. There are several well know cases of embedded devices with real time constrains having fatal 
results making embedded real time systems a challenge.

Unlike general purpose computers embedded systems require operating with a limited amount of power, 
typically provided by batteries. There's a special interest that embedded systems operate in an efficient  
manner in order to save power. One of the techniques to achieve low power consumption is to operate in 
the slowest clock speed and only scale the CPU frequency when a particular application is required to 
serve an intensive task, such as video decoding on a portable media player. Another technique to save 
power is to power down the hardware sub-modules that are not been used. For example a cell phone 
when not in use can maintain power down the input user peripherals like the display or keyboard.

User interface is a special area of interest for embedded systems, and can provide a simple and intuitive 
user front end for controlling the embedded device. When designing a graphical user interface, it has to 
consider the physical characteristics available in the embedded device such as the lack of  input devices 
like keyboards, the screen size and resolution. If the device doesn't have a display, the user interface can 
be provided trough a serial console or a web page. This all depends on the nature of the embedded  
device.

Software development  for  embedded systems requires  a  set  of  complex  tools  ,  compilers,  libraries, 
utilities in order to generate a binary executable for the target system. In most cases native compilation is  
not suitable due to hardware constrains, not enough memory, lack of a storage device, low performance, 
etc. Cross development environments host the tools needed to produce the binary executable for the 
target  system.  Figure  [1.1]  shows a common build  environment  for  embedded systems.  In  the host 
system  the  development  environment  is  installed  and  in  the  early  development  stages  a 
Jtag/programmer tool is used to deploy the application and provide a mechanism for debugging.
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 1.2. Problem definition

Software/Hardware co-design includes a set of complex tasks, starting from how software and hardware 
are partitioned for a customized application, and how software and hardware quality is ensured. Xilinx  
provides two main tools for software/hardware co-design which are Xilinx ISE and Xilinx EDK. The Xilinx  
ISE suite targets hardware design using hardware description languages such as Verilog or VHDL, and the 
Xilinx  EDK is  formed by the SDK and XPS.  The XPS tool  is  used to integrate  the different  hardware  
modules: cpu, memory controller and peripherals into the target system. It also synthesizes the hardware 
model to form a programming file that configures the FPGA on every power on scenario. The SDK is used 
for  software  development  for  the  target  system  and  supports  several  operating  systems  such  as 
VmWorks and Linux. However the Linux board support packages are based on third-party licenses and 
have a considerable cost. The distributed software stack is not always updated and trying to integrate 
modern software applications and libraries can be complicated.

Another problem of the tool provided by FPGA vendors is that including a new soft-processor such as  the  
Alligator_SP  needs  building  the  corresponding  toolchain  (gcc  compiler,  libraries,  build-tools,  etc.)  for  
software development, from a software perspective there's a need to provide a flexible framework that 
can be easily adapted for re-configurable systems that generates or provides all the necessary tools for  
embedded Linux software development for a given architecture.

Cross-compiling applications needs a mechanism for tracking the build dependencies. For example if we 
want to compile a text editor such as leafpad we first need to compile the program dependency libraries, 
this  are Gtk+,  libgnomeprint and libgnomeprintui.  The dependencies  libraries may require additional  
libraries or utilities to be present and this creates a chain dependency that mus be satisfied. Not all  
programs are developed with portability in mind, so is  possible that a program built  for a particular  
architecture will  fail,  and trying  to  fix  this  may  break  the functionality  for  the original  architecture.  
Therefore the fix can't be incorporated in the main source code. A source code patch file will only be  
available  to  be  integrated  when  trying  to  build  that  particular  architecture.  Thus,  we  also  need  to  
incorporate the different source code patch and a mechanism that tracks the built  dependencies for  
generating a custom software stack for a particular target platform.

At hardware level the problem is how to build the FPGA programming file for a hardware platform and 
how to interconnect customized peripherals with the processor local bus. For this is necessary to use a 
standard  interconnection  scheme  so  the  developed  hardware  modules  can  be  reused  on  different  
architecture platforms.
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 1.3. Justification

As the Alligator_SP soft-processor evolves it will need to add a set of minimum hardware peripherals for  
input/output  functionality.  The  hardware  modules  developed  in  this  thesis  requires  a  standard 
interconnection scheme in order to gain portability and be able to reuse the hardware modules on any 
other target architecture. After the hardware design phase, Alligator_SP will  need to run an operating 
system and Linux is a good choice since we have access to the source code that can be modified to 
support   Alligator_SP.  The  main  advantages  of  Linux  is  that  it  has  a  wide  range  of  configuration 
possibilities, e.g. drivers, system environment. It is possible to achieve a small footprint, run with low 
amounts of ram/flash, target multiple applications like web servers, multimedia applications, support of  
multiple script interpreters and programming languages.

The project “One laptop per child” OLPC goal is to provide a low cost, low power, laptop for each child in  
order  to  create  educational  opportunities  by  engaging  them  to  their  own  education.  This  project 
represents  a  good example of  the social  impact  that  an embedded device can generate.  Developing 
countries like India, Brasil and China have been actively participating in OLPC project and even India has 
its own hardware version of the device. By generating a knowledge base on embedded devices, hardware 
details  and  operating  systems expertise,  Mexico  can be  come a  more  active  contributor,  and  more  
specifically  the National  Polytechnic  Institute can become a leading institution on embedded system 
design.
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 1.4. General objective

The general objective is a hardware/software co-design approach for re-configurable architectures based  
on the Xilinx ML507 PowerPC 440 platform. This thesis aims to find a reliable solution for bringing the 
Linux operating system on embedded devices to embedded devices, focusing on Xilinx re-configurable 
architectures as a base platform.

 1.4.1. Particular objectives
• Generate a root file system for the target platform.
• Automate the build process from hardware/software co-design.
• Design custom hardware peripherals in HDL and integrate them to the processor local bus.
• Implement the Linux device driver for the custom hardware peripherals.

 1.5. Approach to the problem

Unified build approach using Openembedded.

Openembedded  (OE)  provides  the  infrastructure  to  build  a  complete  Linux  environment  for  any 
architecture that is supported by the Linux kernel. The user must configure the target platform and select  
the collection of packages for generating a complete root file system. Each package built follows a set of 
tasks: fetch the source code, apply patches to the source code, configure, compile and build the final  
package.

OE can be modified to inspect the Xilinx hardware project to export the hardware descriptor files that 
maps the address space of the resources used in the hardware model. These are incorporated in the 
source of the Linux kernel and the boot loader (u-boot). By using the OE framework we avoid third-party 
support required to bring Linux OS on Xilinx platforms. OE provides a reliable infrastructure for cross-
compiling the Linux kernel, bootloader and user space applications, and the framework can be used for 
software development of the target architecture. 

The Hardware module interconnection follows the Wishbone specification [OpenCores, 2002] ensuring 
portability. The ip-cores are decoupled from the target platform processor local bus via a bridge that  
translates the read/write request from the processor local bus (PLB) to the Wishbone compliant bus. On 
the Xilinx PowerPC and Microblaze architectures the bridge connects the processor local bus (plbv46) 
with the Wishbone compliant hardware module and the integration of the ip-core (custom peripheral) on 
a different architecture only requires work on the bridge to the particular system bus.
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 1.6. Thesis work contributions

This  thesis  is  a state of  the art  solution for  generating an embedded Linux distribution and  
board support packages for Xilinx PowerPC target platforms using OE/Poky build frameworks.  
Adopting open hardware specifications for interconnecting custom peripherals to the system  
processor local bus.

• Automate  Linux  image  generation  using  OE/Poky  build  frameworks  for  Xilinx  embedded 
target platforms.

Openembedded and Poky build frameworks now supports a generic mechanism for Linux 
images generation for Xilinx target platforms. This generic support has been tested in Xilinx 
ML507 (PowerPC 440) and Xilinx ML405 (PowerPC 405). Creating a root file image for this  
target platforms is simple, reliable and reproducible. All changes are in upstream OE/Poky  
projects making this work available to any one interested on running Linux on Xilinx target  
platforms.

• Xilinx ML507 hardware reference project

A hardware reference project  is  available online which integrates  most of  the peripherals  
found typically in any embedded systems. Hardware module's configuration options can be 
inspected to reproduce the same base platform.

• PLB to Wishbone bridge implementation

An  initial  effort  of  implementing  a  Wishbone  bridge  is  presented  as  an  interconnection 
standard  for  hardware  devices.  The  interconnection  scheme followed  is  a  point  to  point  
interconnection only supporting slave devices.

• Wishbone hardware modules examples

Two  hardware  peripherals  where  designed  as  examples  on  how  to  implement  custom 
peripherals and how to interconnect them to the processor local bus. The first is a wheel  
encoder module that works as input device much as how a mice scroll works. The second is a 
PS/2 keyboard controller where implementation is incomplete but it presents how the design 
is partitioned.

• Linux device driver for Wishbone encoder

An example driver that forwards the events generated by the wheel encoder using the kernel 
input subsystem so the Xserver and user space programs can capture the input events from 
the device.
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 1.7. Thesis organization

The first  chapter  covers  the basic  concepts  of  embedded systems and describes the problem to be 
solved. This is the hardware/software co-design for reconfigurable platforms and the proposed approach 
proposed in this thesis.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the state of the art for hardware/software co-design. It first discusses the 
Linux kernel infrastructure to pass hardware details at run time and how this feature can be useful for  
reconfigurable  platforms.  The  second  part  of  the  chapter  compares  a  set  of  embedded  Linux 
distributions.  Whit  this  information  we conclude  that  build  distribution  frameworks  are  suitable  for 
generating a custom Linux distribution for the Xilinx ML507 target platform.

Chapter 3 covers the theoretical background, identifying the elements needed to be able to boot Linux on 
the target platform, and explains the proposed hardware/software co-design approach using OE and 
FPGA vendor tools. This chapter also covers some embedded Linux basics and the Linux device drivers 
subsystems, with special interest in the input device subsystem.

Chapter 4 covers the design methodologies and implementation of the HDL wheel encoder module, the 
standalone drivers and the corresponding Linux device driver for this module. One key part of obtaining 
portability in the HDL modules is the Wishbone bridge. The implementation approach follows a point to 
point interconnection scheme and only slave peripherals are supported. This chapter also presents the 
initial design of a PS/2 keyboard controller. The last part explains how OE can be used as a software  
development environment. Chapter 5 and 6 covers the results and future work sections.

 1.8. Summary

Chapter [1] provides some background concepts of embedded systems. It  defines the problem to be 
solved which is  the hardware/software software co-design approach for  reconfigurable architectures, 
using as base platform the Xilinx ML507. OE build framework is used to handle the hardware/software 
elements  to  bring  up  the  Linux  support  on  Xilinx  ML507  platform.  It  also  presents  a  list  of  the  
contributions of this thesis and how this document is organized. Chapter [2] presents the current state of 
the tools and frameworks around Linux board support for reconfigurable architectures. It first discuss a 
Linux Kernel feature (device tree) that decouples the target board details enabling to pass the board 
information details at run time (kernel startup). The second part presents several build frameworks that 
can be used for building a custom Linux distribution.
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2. State of the art
This chapter presents the current works on embedded Linux systems exploring the different build 

frameworks available for embedded Linux distributions. The work on the Linux kernel supports a 
general  approach  to  supply  target  information  so  the  hardware  can  be  initialized  at  run  time

avoiding  a  static  configuration  that  could  represent  a  limitation  for  dynamic  reconfiguration
platforms such as FPGA's.

 2.1. PowerPC Linux support

As  Linux  support  for  PowerPC  architectures  grew,  a  similar  initialization  code  was  introduced  with  
configuration hacks and hard coded values for each different platform. This represented a potential risk 
for maintainability and the need to provide a solution to pass the target platform information (amount of  
ram available, buses, peripherals, etc) to the kernel was evident. The Open firmware project already had 
a solution to pass information on the platform characteristics via a device tree file descriptor. In 2005 Ben 
Herrenschmidt implement a new approach of handling the device tree descriptor by the Linux kernel  
[Gibson,  2006].  In the simplest  terms,  a  device  tree is  a data structure that  describes the hardware 
configuration.  It  includes  information  about  the  CPUs,  memory  banks,  buses,  and  peripherals.  The 
operating system is able to parse the data structure at boot time and use it to make decisions about how 
to configure the kernel and which device drivers to load [Likely, 2008]. The device tree source (DTS) is  
compiled by the device tree compiler (DTC) which builds a “blob” a binary representation of the device  
tree that  can be passed to the kernel  to  probe the platform hardware.  The device  tree is  currently  
supported on PowerPC architectures and is the only way of passing hardware platform information to the 
Linux kernel. Arm (Advance Risc Machine) based platforms are beginning to adopt this feature as well as 
many  other  architectures.  The  format  of  data  contained  within  the  device  tree  closely  follows  the 
conventions already established by IEEE standard 1275.

Xilinx has two FPGA platforms which can support Linux which are Microblaze soft-processor and some of  
the Virtex platform targets that include one or more dedicated PowerPC 405/440 CPU cores. In both 
cases the CPU provides a system bus (PLB) where peripherals can be interconnected. The peripherals are  
synthesized in FPGA fabric logic from VHDL or Verilog modules by Xilinx's EDK toolchain which generates  
a header file describing the hardware layout. Changing the platform layout like CPU attributes or the 
peripherals  attached  is  a  simpler  a  matter  of  replacing  a  bitstream  (Xilinx  FPGA  configuration  file). 
Unfortunately,  using  #defines to  describe  the  hardware  causes  the  kernel  to  be  hard  coded  for  a 
particular version of the bitstream. If the FPGA design changes, then the kernel needs to be recompiled  
[Likely, 2008]. 

The device tree frees the need to recompile the kernel every time a hardware layout change is made. This 
feature matches the dynamic reconfiguration aspects of a FPGA. For a hardware change is matter of  
supplying a new version of the device tree blob, the corresponding FPGA configuration file (bitstream)  
and the kernel module that controls the new hardware element available in the target platform. This 
opens a more flexible upgrade mechanism extending the life time of an embedded device as the device 
can be upgraded in software application level, firmware level or at hardware level.
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 2.2. Embedded Linux distributions

A Linux distribution is a large collection of applications such as media players, office suite, text editors, 
web browser, system tools, etc. Pre-compiled for a particular architecture, Desktop distributions intent to  
provide a full set of applications while embedded Linux distributions aims to provide a minimal set of  
utilities,  libraries and applications specially adapted for embedded devices with resources constrains,  
such the lack of a storage system, limited ram, etc. Some might support graphical user interfaces and  
some not.  Embedded Linux distributions can be oriented to single target architecture such as the Arm 
processor, while others aim to be a generic framework for building an embedded Linux distribution for a  
large set of platforms.

Selecting an embedded Linux distribution is matter of the requirements of the final application. Network  
storage systems do not require a graphical desktop but a network stack and web server support for the 
user interface. Portable media players require an audio framework such the provided by Gstreamer and 
a sort of minimal graphical interface.

Most  of  the  main  Linux  desktop  distributions  target  secondary  embedded  platforms  such  ARM  or 
PowerPC based. Fedora, Debian, Ubuntu, Geento provide prebuilt distributions, trying to diversify and 
support a wide range of platforms other than traditional x86 platforms. Each distribution project has to  
modify its built infrastructure tools to be able to target embedded devices. Some hardware vendors such 
as Nokia, Intel, Samsung, LG, TI, Qualcomm, Google, etc. have organized non-profit foundations to define  
a common platform software stack for embedded Linux distributions, mostly targeting  mobile handset 
applications. Some of the most active foundations are Linaro, Android and Meego. Built frameworks can 
generate a embedded Linux distribution for a large set of platforms and some the most active projects 
are Openembedded, Poky and Buildroot.

Table [2.1] presents the main distributions that supports one ore more embedded platforms. Fedora  
distribution provides support for PowerPC but the support is oriented to desktop variants such the earlier 
Apple computers. Emdebian distribution supports embedded PowerPC platforms that can be tailored to  
bring Linux on Xilinx PowerPC platforms. Adapting the distribution requires to learn Debian packaging 
design flow, how from source code a program can be cross compiled and generate an installable package 
that can be deployed in the target board. Learning Debian development model can be a significant effort,  
and become a quite  complex  project  to  maintain  this  distribution for  Xilinx  PowerPC target  boards.  
Embedded Geento project maintain a port for PowerPC architectures and as in Emdebian project tryies to 
bring Geento Linux in Xilinx PowerPC targets can be time consuming task, since as in their counter part in  
desktop computers, installing Geento is a manual process where the user must compile every application 
that they want to include in the system. The only reason why a user might want to build a desktop Linux  
distribution from source is  to  tailor  and build  each package  to  get  the best  performance from the  
platform where the distribution is been installed.

While a pre-build embedded distribution can be adapted for Xilinx PowerPC target platforms, they are  
often fixed in their functionality and difficult to change. Keep in mind that selecting an embedded Linux 
distribution is matter of the requirements of the final application. In our case built frameworks are more 
suitable for our needs since  they can  be modified to handle the integration of hardware/software co-
design elements.
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Table 2.1: Embedded Linux distributions

Embedded Linux distribution Supported Architectures

Fedora ARM, Intel Atom

Embedded Geento ARM, PowerPC, SH, Intel Atom

Emdebian ARM, PowerPC, SH, MIPS, Intel Atom

Ubuntu Arm ARM, Intel Atom

Meego ARM, Intel Atom

Android ARM

Linaro ARM

Build frameworks such as openebbedded, buildroot, poky, openbricks provide a set of tools that enable  
the customization and generation of an embedded Linux distribution tailored to the target platform.  This  
includes the cross toolchain and the ability to generate the root file system in a user defined format, i.e.  
cramfs, jffs2, squashfs, etc. These are example of file system formats for flash storage devices. The next  
list provides an example of what a built framework is able to generate for a particular target platform 
defined by the user:

• Toolchain.
• System libraries.
• Bootloader.
• Software stack.
• Software build dependencies tracking.
• Package version tracking  and installing dependencies.
• On the field software update tools.

Openembedded evolved from several  technologies,  shares  some conceptual  origins  whit  the Portage 
build  system from Geento,  but  also builds  some of  the concepts  from other  build  systems such us  
buildroot [Hallinan, 2010]. OE has gained significant interest from hardware vendors, embedded Linux 
suppliers (toolchain vendors) and the open source community. From OE website this are some of the 
advantages of this build framework:

• Support for many hardware architectures.
• Multiple releases for those architectures.
• Tools for speeding up the process of recreating the base after changes have been made.
• Easy to customize.
• Runs on any Linux distribution.
• Cross-compiles 1000's of packages including GTK+, Qt, the X Windows system, Mono, Java, and  

about anything else you might ever need.

Openembedded and  Poky Linux projects share many of the infrastructures for building embedded Linux 
distributions. Both use bitbake (build engine) which is the tool that parses the package descriptors (meta  
data) which describes where to fetch the source code and the steps to configure, compile and build the  
installable packages; out of a collection of packages from which the root file system is generated.
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In late October 2010 the Yocto project under the Linux foundation umbrella was released. It is based on 
Poky  build  framework  with  the  goal  of  containing  a  large  set  of  tools  that  can  generate  a  custom  
embedded  Linux  distribution  for  a  large  set  of  target  platforms,  taking  specially  interest  of  quality 
assurance of each of the distribution software components and the ability to have a  simple, reliable and  
reproducible  build  framework.  This  project  tries  to  solve  a  common  problem  of  embedded  Linux 
appliances:  all  documentation  and  tools  are  disperse.  Making  embedded  Linux  applications  is  not 
straightforward as engineers need to have a good Linux knowledge from user applications development  
up to Linux board bring up details.

 2.3. Summary

This chapter presents the current work for Linux board bring up for Xilinx PowerPC based platforms. It 
first discusses a Linux Kernel feature that is useful to handle the dynamic attributes of reconfigurable 
targets. The device tree descriptor decouples the board information from the kernel and the information 
is supplied at run time when the kernel starts its execution. This makes it easier to bring Linux on re-
configurable platforms since the  kernel device drivers for peripherals interconnected to the processor  
local  bus can be distributed  as  kernel  modules  in  the root  file  system and at  run time the devices  
included in the tree descriptor can be initialized.  Section [ 2.2.]  provides an overview of the current 
embedded pre-build Linux distributions available and the most active build frameworks for generating  
embedded Linux distributions. Build frameworks are the best approach to handle the hardware/software 
integration process and also provides the ability to generate a custom Linux distribution tailored for suit 
our needs.

Chapter [3] covers some theoretical aspects of embedded Linux, the design flow followed by using Xilinx 
development tools and the proposed design approach using Openembedded for software development 
and helper framework for generating a custom Linux distribution suitable to bring Linux support on the  
ML507 target platform.
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3. Theoretical framework
This  chapters  covers  the theoretical  base background providing  information of  the different  
development  tools  to  integrate  hardware/software  elements  to  run  Linux  on  Xilinx  target  
platforms. It describes the target platforms used, and identifies the elements needed to deploy a 
Linux image into the system. This is followed by Xilinx hardware/software integration tools and 
the  proposed  approach  using  OE  for  software  integration  mechanism  and  as  a  software  
development environment. In the last sections some of the embedded Linux kernel key elements 
and the device driver infrastructure for input devices are discussed.

 3.1. Xilinx ML507 target platform

The Xilinx ML507 platform integrates a PowerPC 440 processor along with additional functional blocks  
required to implement embedded system-on-chip solutions.  These blocks  are the floating point  unit,  
memory management unit, data/instruction caches, timers, debugging facilities and a 128bit processor 
local bus [UG200, 2009].

The PowerPC 440 is a RISC based architecture developed by IBM in partnership with Apple and Motorola  
[UG200,  2009].  PowerPC based CPU's  can be  found  in  automotive,  networking,  consumer  electronic 
devices sectors, due to a great diversity of PowerPC processors targeting from embedded applications to  
high  end  servers.  The  PowerPC  440  is  a  32bit  big-endian  CPU  that  follows  the  PowerPC  book-e 
specification for embedded processors [IBM, 2003].

The PowerPC 440 processor has tree independent processors local bus. One supports instruction cache  
reads while the other two supports data cache read/writes.  The crossbar forms the main interface into or 
out of the CPU, and is  the main connection and switch point for any devices instantiated within the FPGA  
logic that need to communicate with the processor or external memory visible to the processor [UG200,
2009] see figure [3.1].

The PowerPC book-e specification defines an Auxiliary Processor Unit (APU) port where additional co-
processors can be connected to the main CPU. The Device Control Registers (DCR) are a special case of 
registers that are accessible from the CPU but are implemented as soft-registers in FPGA logic blocks. The  
DMA channels are controlled by small blocks of memory that are setup by the processor before DMA 
transactions, the block descriptors control how much data is transferred and where the data is located in  
the system memory.
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The  PLB  Slv0  and  Slv1  are  slave  interfaces  for  the  crossbar  module.  Each  PLB  interface  can  act  as  
master/slave  to  the  attached  peripherals  to  the  processor  bus.  Figure  [3.2]  shows  a  typical 
interconnection scheme between the PowerPC processor, memory controller and a set of peripherals.
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Figure 3.1: PowerPC 440 crossbar [Abramson, 2008]

Figure 3.2: PLB Master/Slave peripherals [Abramson, 2008]



The key features of the ML507 target platform are, figure [3.3]:

• DDR2 SODIMM (256 MB)
• ZBT SRAM ( 1 MB)XC5VFX70TFFG1136 
• Linear Flash ( 32 MB) 
• System ACE™ CF technology (CompactFlash) 
• Platform Flash 
• SPI Flash 
• JTAG programming interface 
• USB (2) – host and peripheral 
• PS/2 (2) – keyboard, mouse 
• RJ-45 – 10/100/1000 networking 
• RS-232 (Male) – serial port 
• Audio In (2) – line, microphone 
• Audio Out (2) – line, amp, SPDIF, 

piezo speaker 

• Rotary encoder 
• Video Input 
• Video (DVI/VGA) output 
• Single-ended and differential I/O expansion 
• GPIO DIP switch (8), LEDs (8), and push 

buttons (5) 
• MII, GMII, RGMII, and SGMII Ethernet PHY 

interfaces 
• PCI Express® edge connector (x1 Endpoint) 
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 3.1.1. Xilinx ML507 Linux initialization

Linux bring up on Xilinx FPGA devices requires a bitstream  image which defines the hardware resources  
available on the target platform. On every power up scenario the bitstream is loaded and prepares the 
CPU for execution. A raw executable binary (elf format) can be combined with the bitstream to form an  
ACE image, so after loading the bitstream the executable binary may gain control on the CPU. Using this  
platform feature the boot loader is combined with the bitstream. The boot loader decompress the Linux 
kernel and starts its execution. It also passes the device tree blob to probe the hardware peripherals and 
at a final stage it mounts the root file systems and executes the init program which is the start point for  
user space applications. Figure [3.4] shows the sequence of the different elements required to bring Linux 
to Xilinx FPGA devices.

Table 3.1: Linux on FPGA startup sequence

1. FPGA load ACE image from compact flash

2. CPU start execution of boot loader

3. Boot loader uncompress Linux image and 
pass Linux data to RAM

4. Uncompressed image copied to Ram

5. Root file system access 

6. CPU executes Linux kernel

 3.1.2. Xilinx hardware/software development model

Xilinx hardware/software co-design approach uses tree design tools that are Platform studio (XPS), Xilinx 
foundation (ISE) and the Xilinx SDK. Figure [3.5] show and example of the design phases followed using 
these tools for hardware/software co-design applications. Platform studio (XPS) is  used to create the 
project, the base system wizard helps to select the hardware components that integrate the hardware  
reference design, the embedded CPU (PowerPC or Microblaze) and the supported peripherals for a given 
FPGA device family. The tool generates two file descriptors: a ”hardware model” and “software model”;  
The hardware model  (mhs file)  describes the versions and properties  of  the hardware modules  and  
peripherals integrated on the project. This descriptor is used to pull the HDL code that implements each 
part of the hardware base system and set the order of how to integrate and finally synthesize the project  
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to form a bitstream file that is deployed on the FPGA. The software model descriptor (mss file) is used to  
pull  the drivers for each hardware module for standalone application development in XPS. For more  
complex software development the software descriptor is used as an entry for creating a software project  
in the SDK tool where the user can create a complete BSP project like adding Linux support.

Peripherals  or  custom  hardware  modules  are  designed  with  ISE  foundation  tool  set.  From  XPS  the 
“Peripheral  wizard”  creates  a  template  for  the  custom  hardware  module  and  also  creates  a  set  of  
descriptors: one that makes visible the ports used by the peripheral so it can interface the external pins  
of the FPGA, and the other specifies the order of the HDL source files so it can synthesize the module. To  
make the development of custom peripherals easier, Xilinx provides a set of programming interfaces that 
lower the complexity of  interfacing the custom block with the processor local  bus by providing HDL 
libraries for peripherals that interconnect to the processor bus as slave devices or master devices.
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 3.1.3. Hardware/software proposed design flow

One of the limitations of using the software development kit (SDK) provided by Xilinx is that it is not 
straight forward to customize the software stack provided in the Linux board support package which is  
distributed by third party vendors. By using Openembedded framework for software development we 
avoid depending on third party licenses for Linux support and gain the ability to add software/libraries as  
needed for  a  custom application.  Figure [3.6]  shows the  hardware/software  partition  approach.  The 
hardware reference design and custom hardware development is perform by using Xilinx tools, while 
Openembedded is used for software development.

The Xilinx XPS tool is used to create the base hardware platform by crating a project using the Base 
Wizard step [1] of figure [3.6]. In step [2] using the Base Wizard we can configure the platform by setting 
parameter options for the processor, like selecting the clock frequency, instructions and data cache size 
and a set of supported peripherals like uart, ethernet, i2c, gpio, flash, timers, etc. Section [  4.2.] covers the 
processes of including and configured the minimal set of peripherals to be able to run Linux. Step [3] is  
triggered by clicking in  Hardware->Generate Bitstream. This generates the FPGA programming file by 
synthesizing the HDL modules that conforms the project. In step [4] the software configure settings is 
performed. XPS supports several real time operating systems (RTOS) i.e. Xilkernel, VMworks, Linux or the  
option to develop software without needing an OS at all (standalone). In this step the device-tree option is 
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set to generate the device tree descriptor by clicking on  Software->Generate Libraries and BSPs. In 
step [5] the bitstream and device tree file are generated.

Steps [6] and [7] correspond to the process of adding a custom peripheral by using the Create or Import 
Peripheral wizard, which creates a HDL  template that interconnects the processor local bus  with the 
user logic module where the designer implements the peripheral control logic. The wizard can export the  
custom peripheral project to Xilinx ISE where the HDL design can be verified. Section [  4.2.2.] covers in 
detail the process of adding custom modules.

Steps [8] and [9] are handled by OE/Poky build frameworks in an automated fashion by inspecting the 
hardware project to replace the device tree descriptor contained in the Linux kernel source code with the 
generated in XPS. In a similar form the boot loader (u-boot) replaces the parameters header file from the 
generated in the hardware project in XPS.

In  Step  [10]  the  system ACE image  is  generated  by  combining  the  u-boot  elf  binary  with  the  FPGA 
configuration file (bitstream). This process is handled with a script that its executed in the directory where 
the hardware project is stored. The ACE image is deployed in the compact flash (CF) memory, and is used 
to let the boot loader to gain control of the CPU on every power on scenario.

Step [11] the Linux kernel image (uImage.bin) and device tree blob (uImage.dtb) is deployed to the CF,  
and in step [12] the root file system is decompressed in the CF. Table [3.2] provides an example of the 
generated elements needed to bring Linux on the Xilinx ML507 target platform. Subsequent sections  
provide details on how to address each step presented in figure [3.6].

Table 3.2: Linux BSP elements for Xilinx targets

Description Image Generated by

Kernel modules modules-2.6.34-r1-xilinx-ml507.tgz OE/Poky

Root file system Agstrom-console-image-glibc-20100927054640-
xilinx-ml507.rootfs.tar.gz 

OE/Poky

Linux kernel image uImage-2.6.34+git-r1-virtex5-20100927021057.bin OE/Poky

Linux kernel device blob uImage-2.6.34+git-r1-virtex5-20100927014355.dtb OE/Poky

ACE image U-boot elf + bitstream Gen-ace script
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 3.2. SoC bus interconnection: Wishbone specification

Wishbone is  an architecture specification for  interconnecting portable IP cores [OpenCores, 2002];  It  
defines a common interface between IP cores that improves the  portability and reliability of the system 
by using a standard interconnection scheme. Some of the features are:

• Simple, compact, low usage of resources.
• The standard can be used in soft-core, firm-core or hard-core processors.
• Doesn't require the use of an specific tool.
• Supports structured design methodologies used by large teams.
• Modular data widths and operand sizes.
• Supports big-endian or little-endian data ordering.
• Variable ip-core interconnection methods point to point, shared bus, crossbar switch.
• Handshake protocol.
• Single clock data transfer.
• Supports normal cycle termination, retry termination and termination due to error.

The Wishbone defines two types of interfaces, called master and slave. Master interfaces are ip-cores  
which are capable of initiating bus cycles, while slave interfaces are capable of accepting bus cycles. The 
wishbone specification supports several  topology interconnections for master-slave modules: point to 
point, shared bus, data flow interconnection and cross switch interconnection. Data flow interconnection  
is used in signal processing applications where the first module provide data to second and so on. Shared  
bus is used when there is no constrains of time or performance in the interconnected slave ip cores or  
need  to  minimize  the  resources  used  in  the  implementation.  When  constrains  exist  a  cross  switch  
mechanism can be used, or when more than one master has access to the slave ip cores. The wishbone 
specification does not define an arbitration mechanism and the user is free to implement the best that  
fits the application needs. The implementation of the Wishbone bridge in this thesis follows a point to  
point interconnection scheme.
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 3.3. Embedded Linux basics

 3.3.1. Boot loaders

When power is applied to a processor board many hardware elements must first be initialized to be able  
to execute any program. Each processor has a set of actions and configurations that must be performed 
completely to be able to load any operating system. This initialization code is part of the boot loader.  
Almost all processors have a default address where the first bytes of code are fetched on a power-on  
scenario. With this information the boot loader layout is created from a predictable address range and 
software control can be established.

A boot loader may appear to be a simple initialization code, but that's far from being true. When the boot  
loader gains on control there's no stack and no stack pointer, and a simple C function will  crash the 
processor because the compiler will generate code that use a stack and stack pointer which doesn't exist.  
The boot loader must create this context before any C function can be called. Some hardware related task  
that the boot loader must perform is to initialize ram memory controller, set CPU registers with default 
values,  enable  peripherals  and  interrupt  routing  assignments.  In  most  cases  the  boot  loader  also 
implements network booting capabilities.

For Linux systems, the boot loader loads the Kernel into the memory and begins the kernel execution. In  
some cases it also loads a special ram file system (initrd or initramfs) that holds enough information to  
mount the root file system and begin the normal boot process.  In an embedded systems scenario it is  
preferably that the boot loader supports network booting mechanism trough special file systems such 
NFS (Network File System) and has the ability to self configure.

One of the most popular embedded Linux boot loader is Das U-boot which is supported on wide set of 
architectures and has a large community of developers and hardware manufacturers who have adopted 
and contributed to its development. The main feature of U-boot is the capability of  booting from TFPT 
(Trivial FTP), IDE, SATA, SCSI disk, from a wide range of flash memories, usb devices. It also supports  
several file systems like Squash FS, CramFs, ext3, vFat among others. 

Configuring U-boot for a particular architecture is performed at compile time 

make <platform>_config

<platform> corresponds on the target platform supported by U-boot, from u-boot source code, there is a 
directory named board  which contains sub-directories for different hardware vendors and where they 
place the hardware initialization code and configuration settings. For example listing the contents of the 
folder board/ti (board definitions for Texas Instruments) shows the next sub-directories:

beagle 
evm 
omap1510inn 
omap1610inn 
omap2420h4 
omap5912osk 
omap730p2 
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and configuring u-boot to be build against beagleboard. 

make beagle_config

For Xilinx platforms the board definitions are under  board/xilinx directory. OE/Poky uses an variable 
XILINX_BOARD to  configure u-boot  for  a  particular  target  board.  In  xilinx-bsp.bbclass the logic  to 
configure u-boot based on the value of XILINX_BOARD variable is implemented.

Porting u-boot to a new platform is no so trivial, and a good place to start is by looking at the current  
supported boards and by modifying the most similar supported board to suit your needs. Check the  
README file in a section named “U-Boot Porting Guide”. It gives a sequence of steps to port u-boot to a  
new target board.

 3.3.2. Root file system

File System Hierarchy Standard (FSH) defines a minimum structure of files and directories in order to  
predict the location of installed programs and libraries in a common directory structure. Most Unix and  
Linux distributions follow this standard to provide a common directory layout. In an embedded systems a 
minimal directory structure is shown in table [3.3].

Table 3.3: File system layout

Directory Contents

bin Binary executables

dev Device nodes

etc Local configuration files

lib System libraries (glibc, pthreads, etc)

sbin System binary executables

usr Secondary file system hierarchy

var Variable files (system logs, temporary configuration files)

tmp Temporary files

For embedded devices populating a file system can be quite challenging. Since storage space is limited, 
there  is  a  need  to  reduce  the  footprint  (space  needed  to  store  the  program).  For  companies  like 
Montavista this is their main business: to provide a proved tool chain and root file system for specific 
target architecture. They spend a lot time and resources packaging a collection of programs, libraries and  
tools. There are several automated tools that make this task easier. Most of them are graphical tools and  
the developers only need to select the files, libraries, tools, etc. needed by the embedded application. 
One example of this tools is Petalogix infrastructure for building a Linux distribution for some of the 
Xilinx platforms targets.
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 3.4. The Linux device model

Linux device drivers covers a large set of hardware peripherals which are group on sub systems like audio 
devices, networking, wireless, memory devices (MTD), usb, video, input devices; This section will focus on 
input device drivers trying to cover the generic sub system (evdev interface) as well as mentioning some 
of  those  built  in  kernel  facilities  for  device  drivers  development.  “Essential  Linux  Device  Drivers”  
[Venkateswaran 2008] is a book covers all Linux drivers sub systems and gives a good introduction of  
kernel facilities.

One of the main features of Linux is the ability to add or remove device drivers at run time. Each device 
driver is a “Loadable kernel module” (LKM), and this module isolates the Kernel from hardware devices.  
For embedded system this adds a great flexibility since only the used drivers can be distributed saving  
storage space. In device driver development process  it is also an useful feature, since when changes are 
introduced it is only matter of loading/unloading the device driver for testing, instead of rebooting the 
device to reload the kernel every time.

In  most  cases  device  drivers  are  loaded  after  kernel  boot  via  start-up  scripts  that  populate  the  
directories /proc and /sys creating a directory tree that represents the hardware devices available in the  
system. The Kernel has the capability to load device drivers at demand. For example, starting the httpd 
demon requires that TCP/IP and network interface drivers (network card) to be present and running, and  
if not the Kernel will try to load the needed drivers.

The Linux kernel provides several facilities that device drivers can re-use to increase code readability and 
help  long  term  maintenance.  Since  many  peripherals  provide  a  similar  functionality,  many  of  the 
common functions are implemented in a core sub system and provide a helper programming interface so 
that new hardware can re-use that functionality.

Kernel helper facilities

• Kernel threads are used to implement background tasks and are similar to user space process.
• Linked lists, implement double linked lists of data structures.
• Hash lists, hash tables implementation.
• Work queues are used to defer work such as syncing disk buffers.
• Notifier chains sends status messages to code regions that request them.
• Error handling aids, helper functions that return information of the nature of an error.
• Softirq synchronous interrupts responsible of device data processing only used on performance 

sensitive subsystems like in the networking layer.
• Tasklets are built onto of softirqs only used on critical speed subsystems.

The Linux  device  model  provides  a  C++ like  abstractions  that  factor  out  commonalities  from device 
drivers into bus and core layers [Venkateswaran 2008]. Udev and sysfs are key components of the kernel 
device model. Udev is a generic kernel device manager it runs in user space as a daemon if new hardware 
is detected or removed from the system it can trigger udev rules that create a device node in the /dev 
directory and/or run a program to configure the device. Sysfs is an in-memory file system that is mounted 
on /sys where device data information is contained and udev relays on sysfs to most of its functions.
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Device classes is another kernel concept of the device model. The class interface abstracts the idea that 
each device falls under a larger category. A usb maouse, a joystick and a ps/2 keyboard fall under the 
input class. Table [3.4] shows the different device classes found in the Linux kernel.

Table 3.4: Linux device categories

Device category Examples

Input devices Keyboard, mouse, touchscreens

Audio devices Audio codec chips 

Block devices Hard disks, DVD, CD

Networking Network cards

Wireless devices Bluetooth, infrared, wifi, cellular networking

Memory devices NOR, NAND flash

Video devices Video cards

Usb devices Mass storage, usb-serial, human input devices

When devices are connected to a running system it is said that these are  hotplugged  whereas those 
connected  prior  to  system boot  are  considered  to  be  coldplugged  [Venkateswaran 2008].  Hotplug 
devices triggers udev events (uevents) to user space via netlink sockets which are an efficient mechanism 
to communicate kernel space and user space. At user space udevd manages the device node creation and 
removal.

Figure [3.11] shows the pieces of the kernel device model. It starts by loading the real time clock driver  
(rtc) by using the modprobe utility. The rtc device is initialized and registered to their device class in the  
directory /sys/class/misc/rtc/dev which holds the minor and major identification numbers assigned to 
the device. /sys/class/misc/rtc/uevent is used for coldplugging and /dev/rtc is used by applications to 
access the RTC driver.

Some devices need firmware to be loaded before the Linux kernel can access the device. The firmware is  
executed on the device and in most cases this microcode is owned by the hardware vendor which in 
some cases cannot  be distributed with the Linux kernel source code; The device firmware is stored at  
/lib/firmware directory,  and  the  device  can  download  a  firmware  image  via  a  request.  During 
initialization the driver invokes request_firmware(...,”some-firmware-img.fw”,...). This call triggers 
a uevent and the rules of the device have the reference of the microcode needed. For example, table [3.5] 
shows a portion of the udev rule of the Xilinx platform jtag device. When the device is connected to the 
computer it requests a firmware image to be able to initialize the Jtag device.

Table 3.5: Udev rule example - Xilinx platform usb jtag

SYSFS{idVendor}=="03fd", SYSFS{idProduct}=="0008", MODE="666" 
BUS=="usb", ACTION=="add", SYSFS{idVendor}=="03fd", SYSFS{idProduct}=="0007", 
RUN+="/sbin/fxload -v -t fx2 -I /usr/share/xusbdfwu.hex -D $TEMPNODE" 
BUS=="usb", ACTION=="add", SYSFS{idVendor}=="03fd", SYSFS{idProduct}=="0009", 
RUN+="/sbin/fxload -v -t fx2 -I /usr/share/xusb_xup.hex -D $TEMPNODE" 
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The kernel's input subsystem unifies the diverse classes of input data devices such as keyboards, mice,  
touchscreens,  accelerometers,  joysticks,  roller  wheels,  etc.  [Venkateswaran  2008].  The  advantages  of 
using the input subsystems is that it handles the functionality of similar input devices like all types of 
keyboards  such as  bluetooth,  Usb or  PS/2.  It  also  provides  an event  interface for  dispatching  input  
reports  to  user  applications.  The  API  forwards  key  press  and  the  mice  movement  to  user  space  
applications such the X window manager. By using the input subsystem, it reduces the complexity of  
drivers implementation and provides consistency for kernel driver development. Figure [3.12] illustrates 
the operations of the input subsystem. It contains two type of drivers: event drivers and device drivers.  
Event  drivers  communicates  with  user  applications  while  device  drivers  interface  with  the  low level 
communication of the device. Both event and device drivers relay on a efficient and re-usable input core  
which is the heart of the input subsystem [Venkateswaran 2008].
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Figure 3.11: Device model [Venkateswaran 2008]
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Figure 3.12: Input subsystem architecture



 3.5. Openembedded framework

Openembedded is inspired by source oriented Linux distributions such as Gentoo or FreeBSD where the 
idea  behind  these  Linux  distributions  is  that  each  computer  is  unique,  so  in  order  to  get  the  best 
performance every package must be built  from the source code.  Gentoo provides a set of tools that 
install a base system and a set of build tools (compiler, libraries, etc) on the system. The user then starts  
the process of compiling all the tools and utilities that he wants to include.

OE is a self contained cross build system for embedded devices. It is formed of a  collection of recipes  
(metadata) that describes how to build libraries, bootloaders and applications, a set of configuration files  
for  ~260  target  machines  and  a  set  of  recipes  that  select  the  libraries  and  applications  to  form  a  
customized distribution. 

Figure [3.13] shows the Yocto project development environment based on Poky Linux build framework 
and which is exactly how OE works, OE/Poky is powered by Bitbake that parses the configuration files, 
recipes and creates a database on how to download the source code, configure, build and install each  
package. It  also determines package dependencies and builds in a correct order. The target platform 
details are set in the user configuration file (local.conf). Meta data files describes where to fetch and how 
to build the different software stack components.
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Figure 3.13: Yocto project development enviroment [Yocto project, 2010]
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OE/Poky generates distributed installable packages in several formats i.e. debian packages (*.deb), redhat 
packages  (*.rpm)  or  (*.ipk)  packages  a  strip  version  of  debian  packages.  From  these  packages  the  
distribution image is created, and the user can select the preferred package format.

They are four types of bitbake recipes:

• Classes:  contains  common  steps  for  a  class  of  packages,  i.e.  packages  that  are  built  using  
autotools follow the same steps, automake, autoreconf, configure, make and make install.

• Packages: inherit classes and add or override package specific settings.
• Tasks: defines a collection of packages to build.
• Images: creates a file system out of a set of tasks.

Hardware/Software  integration  is  handled  by  xilinx-bsp.bbclass where  the  linux  recipe  (linux-
xilinx_git.bb)   and the boot  loader  recipe (u-boot-xilinx_git.bb)  inherit  this  class  to include the 
functionality to inspect the hardware project and integrate the corresponding platform descriptor (device  
tree, xparameters header).

Openembedded can be used in two ways for software development: use directly the framework or export  
the SDK so it can be integrated in IDEs like Eclipse or Anjuta. The table [3.6] shows the steps for software 
development. In both cases it suggest the use of source control system like git, cvs, svn, etc.

Table 3.6: Software development using OE

Use directly OE Export SDK from OE

• Create a recipe describing where 
to fetch and how to build the 
application.

• Keep track of changes by using a 
SCM

• Build using
bitbake -b <app-name>.bb

• Integrate by adding the package in 
appropriate task

• Setup OE to export toolchain and 
libraries

• Keep track of changes by using a 
SCM

• Integrate into OE when ready
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 3.6. Summary

This chapter covers some theoretical aspects of embedded Linux, starting with the first crucial software 
component,  the  boot  loader  responsible  for  initializing  the  core  platform  components  such  as  the 
memory controller, CPU and basic peripherals like uart, ethernet, compact flash controller, etc. With this 
basic support the kernel image can be decompressed in memory and executed to start the Linux OS. 
Section [ 3.4.] explains the Linux device model used to facilitate the development of new device drivers by 
grouping  the  core  functionality  of  devices  of  the  same  class.  The  device  drivers  inherit  this  core  
functionality making new drivers only implement particular configuration for the underline hardware that  
provides the functionality of the device. As example, input subsystem provides and API that handles the 
event  reporting  to  user  space  applications.  Section  [ 3.2.]  describes  the  Wishbone  specification  for 
interconnecting ip-core modules. This standard is an open standard, this means that is free of royalties or  
licensees typically imposed when designing a new HDL modules and interconnected to a proprietary 
system bus such as in the case of the PLB in the PowerPC architecture.

Chapter  [4]  provides  the  details  of  the  design  and  implementation  of  the  HDL  modules  using  XPS 
Peripheral Wizard which creates a template for the custom module. The project template is exported to 
ISE development tool for HDL implementation and verification.  The custom module implementations 
start  explaining the design of  the Wishbone bridge that  is  responsible for  translating the read/write  
request from the PLB bus to the handshake protocol of the Wishbone specification and the interface for 
the custom logic of each peripheral. Section [ 4.3.] covers the details of configuring openembedded to 
generate the root file system for the target platform and provides an example of how OE can be used for  
software development.
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4. Methodology and design
This chapter presents the design methodology and implementation of the hardware modules and 
the Linux device driver. It first presents the open source software development model and the 
importance of source control management software that is used to facilitate the integration of  
source  code.  Most  importantly  these  tools  provide  information  of  the  person  that  is
proposing the source code changes. This ensures legal rights of the open source projects. Section 
[ 4.2.]  describes  the HDL  implementation details  for  the  wheel  encoder,  the  PS/2  keyboard  
controller and the Wishbone bridge. Section [ 4.3.4.] presents how OE is used to integrate the  
Linux device driver for the encoder module.

 4.1. Design methodology

 4.1.1. Open source development model

Open  source  development  model  follows  a  rapid  prototyping,  incremental,  spiral  life  cycle  and 
evolutionary  development  following  an  agile,  extreme  programming  method.  The  Linux  kernel  
development follows a partial rewrite scheme. Developers rewrite from scratch parts of the kernel and 
introduce the changes in the commits window periods [Fuggetta, 2003].

The design phases followed by most open source projects are well captured in part of the documentation 
of the u-boot project which is shown in table [4.1]. New developers firstly download the project source 
code and familiarize whit the code. Then read the project documentation, and start contributing with the 
project  by  sending  source  code  patches  to  the  project  mailing  list.  The  community  evaluates  the 
proposed  changes  and may  ask  for  additional  improvements,  to  finally  integrate  new contributions. 
Developers can become project maintainers based on the quality of the provided source code patches. 
Source code is more important than design documents, new design ideas are accepted in form of source 
code and are evaluated and voted for integration.

In order to have control  over the integration of all  software changes, open source projects  follow a 
scheme like  the used in  the Linux  Kernel  project.  A main  source code repository  holds  all  the new 
features and this is know as upstream. Depending of the magnitude of the projects they can have a sub  
set of source code  repositories that target a specific part of the project and changes to that part must be  
first integrated in that source code repository to be later integrated to a main line repository. Figure [4.1] 
shows some of the different source trees subsystems for the Linux Kernel project. For each a maintainer  
is responsible to integrate or reject the changes that contributors propose.
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It  may  appear  difficult  to  keep  track  of  all  the  multiple  changes  taking  place  at  a  short  period  of  
development. To overcome this integration problem, tools like Git [Loeliger, 2009] were designed to make 
the integration phase easier. Figure [4.2] shows how this tool is used in the different developing phases.
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Figure 4.2: Git usage

Figure 4.1: Linux kernel subsystems



Table 4.1: U-boot development process [uboot README]

int main(int argc, char *argv) 
{ 

sighandler_t no_more_time; 
signal(SIGALRM, no_more_time); 
alarm(PROJECT_DEADLINE - toSec (3 * WEEK)); 
if (available_money > available_manpower) { 

Pay consultant; 
return 0; 

} 
Download latest <project> source; 
Subscribe to <project> mailing list; 
if (clueless) 

email("Hi, I am new to <project>, how do I get started?");
while (learning) { 

Read the README file in the top level directory; 
Read http://www.<project>.org /Wiki
Read applicable doc/*.README; 
Read the source, Luke; 
/* find . -name "*.[chS]" | xargs grep -i <keyword> */ 

} 
while (!accepted) { 

while (!running) { 
do { 

Add / modify source code; 
} until (compiles); 
Debug; 
if (clueless) 

email("Hi, I am having problems..."); 
} 
Send patch file to the <project> email list; 
if (reasonable critiques) 

Incorporate improvements from email list code review; 
else 

Defend code as written; 
} 
return 0; 

} 
void no_more_time (int sig) 
{ 
      hire_a_guru(); 
}
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 4.2. Hardware reference design

The hardware reference design project is created using XPS Base system builder wizard, which enables 
the user to configure the target platform by selecting the processor properties and the configuration of  
the  peripherals  to  be  included  in  the  hardware  platform.  Figure  [4.3]  shows  the  typical  hardware 
configuration that can support Linux OS. Some components are essential like I2C which is used to control 
the eeprom memory where u-boot  parameters  are  stored.  The SysACE controller  support  is  able  to 
mount the file system on the compact flash.

Table [4.2] presents the peripherals included in the hardware reference design, as well as some options 
that the user needs to configure a Linux OS supported hardware platform. Following the XPS Base wizard 
the hardware reference platform can be reproduced. The PS/2 controller and TFT Display controller are  
manually added (configuration not supported by XPS Base wizard), refer to [Xilinx BSB ML507, 2009] for  
the  procedure  of  including  and configuring  these  peripherals  to  the  reference  design.  The  platform 
reference design used in  this  thesis  work  can be downloaded from git  project  repository  located  at  
[git://github.com/aalonso/xilinx-ml507.git] where users can explore the configuration options and 
have a ready to use platform for new projects. 

The only peripheral that requires a special configuration is the XPS TFT display module, which needs to 
map a memory ram space where the frame buffer driver stores the video data and set a dedicated clock  
signal  to  drive  the  chip  that  interfaces  the  display  with  the  FPGA.  Inspect  the  provided  hardware  
reference  design  to  retrieve  the  configuration  parameters  for  the  TFT  display.  The  application  note  
[DS695 , 2009] and the Linux kernel source driver for the display controller  drivers/video/xilinxfb.c 
provides  the  details  and  configuration  options  supported  by  the  device.  As  part  of  the  material  
distributed along with this thesis work there's an application note  [TR-XPS-TFT-Alligator_OS, 2010] that 
describes all the steps needed to integrate the display TFT controller to the hardware reference design  
and also providing a standalone application that prints a color bar in the display. The procedure to run  
the test application is also described in the application note and is similar to the procedure described in  
section [ 4.3.3.].
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Table 4.2: Hardware reference design

Peripheral Base address Configuration options

PowerPC 440 0x00000000 400Mhz; MMU enabled; Cache D/I enabled;

DDR2_SDRAM 0x00000000

Push_Buttons_5Bit 0x81400000 Interrupts enabled

LEDs_Positions 0x81420000

LEDs_8Bit 0x81440000

DIP_Switches_8Bit 0x81460000 Interrupts enabled

IIC_EEPROM 0x81600000 Interrupts enabled

XPS_INTC_0 0x81800000

System_ACE 0x83600000 Interrupts enabled

xps_timebase_wdt 0x83A00000 Interrupts enabled; 32bit counter

xps_timer 0x83C00000 Interrupts enabled; 32bit counter

Uart 16550 0x83E00000 Interrupts enabled; 9600 baud; 8N1

XPS_PS2 0x86A00000 Interrupts enabled; Port 2 enabled

XPS_TFT 0x86E00000 Interrupts enabled;

FLASH 0xFC000000 Interrupts enabled;

Hard_Ethernet_MAC 0xFF000000 Interrupts enabled; DMA

xps_bram_if_ctrl 0xFFFF0000 64 Kb zise

 4.2.1. Linux device tree generation for hardware reference design

Once the hardware design phase is completed, the next step is to generate the device tree descriptor that  
the  Linux  kernel  needs  to  parse  in  order  to  find  out  the  configuration  characteristics  of  the  target  
platform. The device tree needs to download some helper scripts to be able to parse the XPS hardware  
description file  *.mhs and generate the device tree  *.dts file.  Table [4.3] shows the steps needed to 
include the device tree helper scripts to the XPS hardware project design.

Table 4.3: Installing device-tree helper scripts

git clone git://git.xilinx.com/device-tree.git
cp -axr device-tree/bsp <xps project path>

Setting the device tree generation options by launching  Software->Software Platform Settings in the 
OS & Libraries select the device-tree option. The boot arguments for the Linux kernel can be set on 
the OS & Lib configuration settings dialog see figure [4.4]. The boot arguments used in the ML507 and 
ML405 target  platforms are  shown in table  [4.4].  The differences are the default  console  where the 
standard input/output is redirected (TFT display on ML507 and Serial console on ML405) and the partition  
of the compact flash where the root file system is stored. Clicking on  Software->Generate Libraries 
and BSPs the generation of the device tree is triggered. The device tree is placed at:
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./<xps project path>/ppc440_0/libsrc/device-tree_v0_00_x/xilinx.dt

Table 4.4: Linux kernel boot arguments

Target board Kernel boot arguments

ML507 console=tty0 ip=on root=/dev/xsa3 rootfstype=ext3 rw rootdelay=1

ML405 console=ttyS0 ip=on root=/dev/xsa2 rootfstype=ext2 rw rootdelay=1

The application note [XAPP1140 , 2009] covers in great details all the aspects needed to implement a  
hardware reference design that  would be suitable to run the Linux OS.  Keep in mind that  the boot  
arguments are in function of where the root file system is stored.

 4.2.2. Customized peripheral design in HDL

As mentioned in earlier sections, the start point of custom hardware design is by using the “Peripheral  
wizard”. The process of integrating a custom peripheral is using the wizard to firstly create a template 
module setting of how the peripheral will interconnect with the processor local bus (master, slave), the 
number  of  accessible  registers,  and if  the peripherals  supports  interrupt  generation,  how these  are 
interconnected with the interrupt controller. Figure [4.5] shows the major blocks that can be integrated to 
the  custom peripheral.  These  blocks  are  part  of  the  HDL  libraries  provided by  the FPGA vendor  to 
facilitate the integration of custom hardware modules to the system local bus.

Once  the  peripheral  template  has  ben  created,  the  Xilinx  ISE  tool  set  can  be  used  for  HDL 
implementation. The “Peripheral wizard” is used to re-import the project to integrate the new HDL source 
files comprising the custom hardware peripheral, and integrate into the base platform. Also the wizard 
creates  a drivers  template code that can be used to implement simple drivers  using the standalone 
infrastructure (Xilinx bare metal libraries); To complete the custom hardware module inclusion in XPS, the 
module is added to the project, interconnected to the system bus, assigned an address space for the 
peripheral and connect the peripheral ports with FPGA external pins that are routed with the information  
contained in  the user constrains  file  (system.ucf).  The figure [4.6]  summaries  the sequence of  steps 
needed to add a customized peripheral.
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Figure 4.4: OS and Lib configuration dialog box
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Figure 4.6: Custom hardware design flow

Figure 4.5: Custom hardware blocks



The software configuration step [10] is performed by clicking  Software->Software Platform Settings 
menu. This will open a dialog box where the user can configure the OS & Libraries that would be built to 
test  the  hardware  platform.  For  example,  the  user  can  use  xilkernel  (Xilinx  real  time  kernel)  and  
associated libraries to build a software applications. For standalone drivers testing, select “Standalone”.  
In the drivers section the user can select the driver version to be included in the software project. Once 
configured the software platform settings,  clicking  Software->Generate Libraries and BSPs triggers 
step [11] where the header files and libraries are compiled, so the user can implement the standalone  
driver  using  the  generated  platform  headers  and  provided  core  libraries.  Step  [13]  build  project  is 
triggered by clicking in Software->Build All User Applications. For deployment see section [ 4.3.3.].

 4.2.3. Wishbone wheel encoder peripheral design

A wheel encoder is an electro-mechanic device that converts the angular position of a shaft or axle to an  
analog  or  digital  code.  Wheel  encoders  are  used in  many applications  that  require  determining  the 
position of a rotating shaft. Industrial controls, robotics, opto-mechanical mice and trackballs are some of 
the devices that employ a wheel encoder. Most modern home and car stereos use mechanical rotary 
encoders for volume control.

An incremental rotary encoder, also known as a quadrature encoder or relative rotary encoder, has two 
outputs called quadrature outputs. The two output wave forms are 90 degrees out of phase, which is all  
that the quadrature term means. These signals are decoded to produce a count up pulse or a count down 
pulse. For decoding in software, the A & B outputs are read by software, either via an interrupt on any 
edge or polling. Table [4.5] is used to decode the direction. For example if the last value was 00 and the 
current value is 01, the device has moved one half step in a clockwise direction.

Table 4.5: Wheel encoder gray encoding

Clockwise rotation Counter clockwise rotation

Phase A B Phase A B

1 0 0 1 1 0

2 0 1 2 1 1

3 1 1 3 0 1

4 1 0 4 0 0

Figure [4.7] shows the block components of the encoder hardware module. The “Bus interface” block 
implements all the logic to attach the device to the processor local bus (PLB). “User_logic” block is where 
the wishbone bridge is implemented and where the encoder module is instantiated and interconnected.
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The PLB to Wishbone bridge state machine is shown in figure [4.8] and its purpose is to forward the 
write/read registers request from the PLB bus to the Wishbone bus. The state machine is on idle state  
until a read or write request is triggered on the PLB bus. When a read request is triggered, the state 
machine goes to the read_req state where it follows the wishbone handshake protocol to request a read 
access on the addressed peripheral register. It then passes to the next state where it waits while the  
peripheral acknowledges  the read request by writing the request read data on the wb_data_out bus and 
signalizing  in the wb_ack port. Once the wb_data_out is forwarded to the PLB_Databus the state machine 
returns to the idle state where it waits to serve another request.

In  a  similar  manner  a  write  request  is  handled  but  in  this  case  the  data  is  forwarded  as  follows:  
PLB_Databus->wb_data_in->peripheral_register. In  case  the  peripheral  attached  to  the  wishbone 
interface does not acknowledge the read/write request, the state machines goes to the re-try state where 
an  internal  counter  is  enabled  and  goes  back  to  the  acknowledge  state  waiting  for  the  peripheral  
respond. If the re-try counter reach the limit it signals an error on the read/write request and terminates  
the read/write access. Figure [4.9] shows the encoder logic implementation. There is no decoding logic 
due to the nature of the intended application use (as input device). When it operates with a low input  
rate, the decoding logic is implemented in software and is part of the device driver implementation.
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Figure 4.7: PLBv46_2_wbencoder diagram block

Figure 4.8: Wishbone bridge state machine
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Figure 4.9: Wishbone encoder



 4.2.4. Wishbone PS/2 keyboard controller peripheral design

The PS/2 protocol consists of host-to-device and device-to-host communication. "Host" implies the PS/2 
controller  and "device"  implies  any  PS/2  device,  which  would  be  a  keyboard  or  a  mouse.  The  PS/2 
protocol is a bidirectional synchronous serial protocol. The data and the clock are the two signals through 
which communication between the device and the host happens. The host is given the ultimate control of  
the data bus. The basic states which can be defined based on the status of the data and clock lines are 
shown in table [4.6].

Table 4.6: PS/2 transmission states

State PS/2 Data PS/2 Clk

Idle High High

Inhibit transmission High Low

Host send request Low High

• Idle State - Data is high and clock is high. This is the only state where the PS2 device is allowed to  
start transmission of data (during device-to-host communication). 

• Communication Inhibited State - Data high and clock low. The device always generates the clock 
signal, but since the host has the ultimate control of the bus and may inhibit communication 
anytime, it must pull the clock signal low and inhibit the transmission by the device and then 
initiate transmission from its side. 

• Host  Request-to-Send  State  -  Data  is  low  and  clock  is  high.  The  host  after  inhibiting  the 
communication will pull the data line low and release the clock inline, signaling to the device that  
the host would transmit data. 

All the data is transmitted one byte at a time and each byte is sent in a frame consisting of 11-12 bits  
(depending on whether it is host-to-device or device-to-host communication). These bits are: 

• 1 start bit. This is always 0.
• 8 data bits, least significant bit first.
• 1 parity bit (odd parity).
• 1 stop bit. This is always 1.
• 1 acknowledge bit (host-to-device communication only).

PS/2 to host transmission, the PS/2 device is free to send data to the controller when is in the Idle state.  
The transmitted data is sent in frames, with each frame carrying a single byte of data. The number of  
frames sent depends on the number of bytes of data constituting the message to be sent. For example,  
most scan codes (the codes that represent keys) for a keyboard are a single byte in length, but some can 
be longer. When sending information to tell the host processor that a key has been released, an extra  
byte of data needs to be sent. To send additional bytes of data (further frames), the PS/2 device must wait  
until the Controller returns to the Idle state, before starting each additional transmission. 
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For the Host processor to send a command to the PS/2 device via the PS2 controller, the Strobe pin must 
be taken high for at least one period of the external system clock signal (on the CLK input). This enables  
the  PS2  controller  to  take  data  on  the DATAI  line  for  transmission.  To  affect  transmission,  the PS2  
controller must then enter the Host Send Request state. This is achieved by taking the following actions: 

• PS2CLK line is first taken low for at least one clock period (entering Inhibit Transmission state).
• PS2DATA line is then taken low (providing the Start bit of the frame to be transmitted).
• PS2CLK line is then released (still holding PS2DATA low).

The Wishbone PS/2 block diagram is shown in figure [4.10]. The bus interface and Wishbone bridge logic 
is  re-used  from  the  previous  module  implementation  and  only  the  peripheral  logic  is  needed  to  
implement a PS/2 complaint controller.  The Wishbone interface provides two registers,  wDataReg for  
data storage and wControlReg for status and control of the peripheral.

Only the receiver logic has been implemented, but this is sufficient for an initial integration and basic  
driver  development.  The  Wishbone  keyboard  controller  is  capable  of  receive  key  codes  that  any 
compliant PS/2 keyboard generates which is stored in the wDataReg register and generates an interrupt 
request so the capture data can be processed by software drivers.

Table [4.7] shows the core functional implementation of the PS/2 receiver keyboard controller. Note that  
data is shitted until the data frame is been captured and the start and stop bits are discarded. The control  
signals are set and mapped to the register wControlReg of the Wishbone interface. The “dataready” flag is  
used to generate the interrupt request and this flag is then interconnected to the PowerPC interrupt 
controller.
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Table 4.7: Wishbone PS/2 receiver implementation

    always @ (posedge ps2_clk_sync) 
    begin 
        control = 4'b 0100;   /* Set busy bit */ 
        if (~reset) begin 
            nbit_count = 0; 
            data = 8'b 00000000; 
            control = 4'b 0000; 
        end 
        else if (stb) begin 
            if (nbit_cout < 9) 
                control = 4'h 4; /* Busy */ 
                nbit_count = nbit_count + 1; 
                data = {ps2_data, data[8:1]}; 
            else 
                nbit_cout = 0; 
                control[0] = ~^data_w;  /* Parity bit */ 
                control[1] = control[0] & data_w[8]; /* Error */ 
                control[2] = 0;         /* Busy bit */ 
                control[3] = 1;         /* data ready */ 
                data = data_w [7:0]; 
            end 
        end 
    end
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 4.3. OE design flow

 4.3.1. Openembedded setup

Several scritps have been written to make easier to start developing and generating a complete roof file  
system using OE, like getting the most recent changes from OE and integrating the changes that target  
the platform that we are using.  Also many of the customized recipes needed to build an useful system 
for the xilinx ML507 development platform have been pushed to OE mailing list and now are part of OE.  
This thesis work does not aim to provide a complete transparent environment. Future users should refer 
to OE online documentation.

Get  helper scripts from

git clone git://github.com/aalonso/oe-utils.git

Set OE environment by running 

cd  oe-utils
./oe-setup-env xilinx-ml507

The first time that this script is run it would download bitbake, openembedded, create a built directory  
structure and place a sample configuration script that targets the Xilinx ML507 platform. The only change 
needed is  to  set  the full  path  of  the XPS Xilinx  project  for  the ML507 target  board,  since on every 
hardware layout change we need to make the Linux kernel aware of these changes which are contained  
in the project device tree. All this is handled by the xilinx-bsp.bbclass which basically given a XPS Xilinx 
project path, searches for the device tree file and replaces the one provided in the Linux kernel source 
tree. The next table [4.8] shows a snip of the  xilinx-bsp.bbclass. 

Table 4.8: OE xilinxbsp.bbclass snip

ml507 | ML507) 
oenote "Xilinx ML507 board setup" 
dts=`find "${XILINX_BSP_PATH}" -name *.dts -print` 
if [ -n "$dts" ]; then 

oenote "Replacing device tree with ${dts}" 
cp -pP ${dts} ${S}/arch/powerpc/boot/dts/virtex440-ml507.dts 

else 
oefatal "Device tree not found in project dir" 

fi 
;;

Note that if a Xilinx project path is not set in the configuration file, the kernel built will be aborted due to 
the potential mismatch between the hardware and software address space, also the user must set the  
target board to be used. This board model value is used to configure the boot loader for a given board 
model, so if this value is not set it will also abort the boot loader compilation.
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By  default  the  helper  scripts  creates  a  directory  structure  under  ${HOME}/workspace/oe.  Inside  this 
directory  is  placed  bitbake,  openembedded  metadata  and  the  directory  structure,  where  the  cross  
compiler and build images are placed. The local configuration file that the user must edit  to set the 
hardware project  path is  under  ${HOME}/workspace/oe/build-xilinx-ml507/conf/local.conf,  set  the 
variables XILINX_BSP_PATH and XILINX_BOARD to match of the location the hardware reference design.

Define in local configuration file (local.conf)

MACHINE = “xilinx-virtex5”
XILINX_BSP_PATH = “absolute path to XPS project”
XILINX_BOARD = “supported board”

The supported boards are ML300, ML401, ML403, ML405, ML507, ML510 but only have been tested on  
ML405 and ML507 platforms.  It  is  possible  to eliminate  this  variable  (XILINX_BOARD)  dependency  by 
inspecting the hardware project and finding which board model is used, and internally to configure the  
boot loader. This project introspection can be done in xilinx-bsp.bbclass.

Another additional task performed by the  xilinx-bsp.bbclass is that it  exports the boot loader raw 
executable (elf format) to the hardware project directory and an external script is used to generate an  
ACE image. This type of image is a Xilinx platform feature that makes possible to combine a bitstream  
with an executable, so it can gain control of the CPU after the bistream is loaded in the FPGA. Table [ 4.9] 
presents the  script which uses Xilinx Microprocessor Debugger (XMD) for generating the ACE image.

Table 4.9: Generate ACE image script

#!/bin/sh 
# Generate ace files 
# Adrian Alonso <aalonso00@gmail.com> 
# Set Xilinx edk tools 
if [ -z ${XILINX_EDK} ]; then 
    source xlnx-setup-env 
fi
xmd -tcl genace.tcl -hw implementation/download.bit -elf u-boot \ 
    -ace ml507_bsp_u-boot.ace -board ml507

The first action that the script performs is to check if the Xilinx tools are present in the current terminal  
session. If not it invokes a helper script that initializes the Xilinx tools. Table [4.10] shows the xlnx-setup-
env script, where the user can pass additional configuration settings to Xilinx tools. For example the user 
can define the location of the license used by the tools.

The helper script oe-repos-update is used to keep OE and bitbake up to date. By default the script crates  
a git  branch in OE where the user can modify/add new recipes without loosing the initial  reference  
version.  This  branch is  named as  the target  board (xilinx-ml507)  and the master  branch is  named 
org.openembedded.dev. Running “git branch” inside openembedded directory should list the current 
available branches and the xilinx-ml507 branch is marked as selected with the (*) symbol.
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Subsequent  invocation  of  the  script  oe-setup-env  will  switch  to  the  master  branch 
(org.openembedded.dev)  and  would  pull  all  the  new  changes  introduced  by  OE  developers.  After 
downloading the changes,  it  switch to the working branch (xilinx-ml507).  The user must merge the 
changes to their working branch  manually. Although the script can be modified to auto merge all the 
changes,  it  is  preferably  that  the OE end user takes control  of  what  changes are maintained in  the 
working branch.

Subsequent configuration OE environment setup

cd ${HOME}/workspace/oe
source oe-setup-env xilinx-ml507

Manually merge changes introduced in mainstream to working branch

cd ${HOME}/workspace/oe/openembedded
git merge org.openembedded.dev

Git source control software is used by most open source projects to keep track of the changes introduced, 
so is a good idea to read some documentation on how to use this source control tool, as it can be used in 
the complete software development process, even for sending emails to the mainstream projects with 
proposed patch files.

Table 4.10: Xilinx setup environment script

#!/bin/sh 
# Xilinx Webpack 12.1 

XILINX_BASE="/opt/Xilinx" 
XILINX_VERSION="12.1" 

DISPLAY=:0 
source ${XILINX_BASE}/${XILINX_VERSION}/ISE_DS/settings64.sh 
source ${XILINX_BASE}/${XILINX_VERSION}/ISE_DS/ISE/settings64.sh 
source ${XILINX_BASE}/${XILINX_VERSION}/ISE_DS/EDK/settings64.sh 

# Xilinx license 
#export XILINXD_LICENSE_FILE="2100:pcdesign;X:\licenses\Xilinx.lic" 
#export LM_LICENSE_FILE="2100:pcdesign;X:\licenses\Xilinx.lic" 

# Include Microblaze toolchain 
EDK_TOOLS=”${XILINX_BASE}/${XILINX_VERSION}/ISE_DS/EDK/gnu”
export PATH=$PATH:${EDK_TOOLS}/microblaze/lin64/bin 
# Include Powerpc toolchain 
export PATH=$PATH:${EDK_TOOLS}/powerpc-eabi/lin64/bin 
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 4.3.2. Generating the root file system using OE

This sections shows how to generate a minimal root file system, using the oe-utils helper scripts. Set OE 
environment:

cd ${HOME}/workspace/oe
source oe-setup-env xilinx-ml507

Build the root file system and kernel image running the command

bitbake console-image

After completing the root file system generation the images are placed at

${HOME}/workspace/oe/build-xilinx-ml507/tmp/deploy/eglibc/images

Table [4.11] shows the elements for Linux support on Xilinx platforms. The Linux kernel image and the 
device tree blob is built on a u-boot image format so the boot loader can use this images to start the 
Linux kernel  execution. The kernel  modules tarball  contains all  the kernel  modules and the root file  
systems contains user applications and utilities for a console image Linux support.

Table 4.11: OE root file system components

Description Image

Kernel modules modules-2.6.34-r1-xilinx-ml507.tgz 

Root file system Agstrom-console-image-glibc-20100927054640-xilinx-
ml507.rootfs.tar.gz 

Linux kernel image uImage-2.6.34+git-r1-virtex5-20100927021057.bin

Linux kernel device blob uImage-2.6.34+git-r1-virtex5-20100927014355.dtb

The boot loader elf format image is exported to the hardware project so it can be combined with the fpga 
bitstream to form an ACE image that would gain control of the CPU after a power on scenario. Generating  
the ACE image can be done by using Xilinx Microprocessor Debugger (XMD). Table [4.9] shows the gen-
ace-img.sh script.  Running  this  script  inside  the  hardware  project  would  create  the ace  image  that  
contains  the  FPGA  bitstream  and  the  u-boot  elf  image  exported  by  OE. Note  that  the  ACE  image 
generation is a step performed outside of OE build framework.

Table [4.12] shows how the different components are deployed in the compact flash. The first partition 
must be formatted as a FAT16 due to the SysAce controller only supports this  partition format.  The  
second partition can be in any format and typically in embedded systems Ext2/Ext3 partition format is  
used. Copy ACE image, kernel image and kernel device tree to first partition (FAT16) and decompress the 
root file system and kernel modules to the second partition (Ext2 or Ext3). Table [4.13] shows the compact 
flash partition layout. This would give enough information to format a CF card.
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Table 4.12: Compact flash deployment

FAT16 partition Ext2/Ext3 partition

ml507_bsp_u-boot.ace modules-2.6.34-r1-xilinx-ml507.tgz 

uImage-2.6.34+git-r1-virtex5-20100927021057.bin Agstrom-console-image-glibc-20100927054640-xilinx-
ml507.rootfs.tar.gz

uImage-2.6.34+git-r1-virtex5-20100927014355.dtb

Table 4.13: Compact flash card partition layout

Disk /dev/sdc: 510 MB, 510418944 bytes
16 heads, 63 sectors/track, 989 cylinders
Units = cylinders of 1008 * 512 = 516096 bytes
Disk identifier: 0x001c2022
Device Boot   Start     End   Blocks  Id System
/dev/sdc1  *      1     123    61960+  6 FAT16
/dev/sdc2       124     989   436464  83 Linux

Table [4.14] presents the boot loader boot arguments that instruct u-boot from where to get the kernel  
image and device tree blob. U-boot decompressed the kernel image and executes it, so the Linux kernel 
can get control of the target system.

Table 4.14: Boot loader boot arguments

bootdelay=5
baudrate=9600
loads_echo=1
load_dtb=fatload ace 0 0×03000000 uimage.dtb 12288
load_kernel=fatload ace 0 0×03020000 uimage.bin 1890732
bootargs=console=ttyS0,9600 ip=on root=/dev/xsa2 rw
boot_addr=0×03020000 – 0×03000000
go=run load_dtb; run load_kernel; bootm $(boot_addr)
bootcmd=run go
stdin=serial
stdout=serial
stderr=serial

The boot arguments are set in u-boot prompt using the command setenv in the next form

setenv load_dtb ' fatload ace 0 0×03000000 uimage.dtb 12288'

To save the boot arguments in the eeprom memory use the saveenv command

saveenv
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 4.3.3. Wishbone wheel encoder standalone drivers using XPS

Xilinx Platform Studio generates  a driver  template for standalone device driver  implementation.  This 
feature is  useful  in  early development stages  when the target  platforms do not  have any operating  
system support. It uses Linux hardware abstraction layer (HAL) so a standalone driver can be integrated  
later in the Linux kernel.  As first attempt to exercise the custom hardware through a software device 
driver, the template drivers were completed and tested on a  TestApp_wbEncoder XPS software project 
application. Figure [4.11] shows the block diagram of the task that the test application performs. Software 
driver core functionality is implemented in the plb2wb_encoder.c source file and stored in the directory 
drivers/plb2wb_encoder_v1_04_a/src/. The plb2wb_encoder.h is the header file that is included in the 
test application and where core methods are exposed.

XMD is used to download and debug the result executable file. Table [4.15] shows the steps to debug the 
test application. The result test behavior could not determine if the wheel encoder works correctly. There 
does not  appear to be good support  on debugging  applications that  use the interrupt controller  in 
standalone  alone  applications.  The  generated  test  application  (TestApp_Peripherals_ppc440_0)  that 
performs some initial  testing  on the peripherals  included in  the  hardware platform divides  the test  
application in two: when interrupts are enabled and when disabled. When interrupts are enabled as in 
the test application for the wheel encoder the results are not evident proof that the peripherals work as  
expected.
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Table 4.15: XMD stanalone app debugging steps

1. Connect the serial cable

2. Connect Jtag debugger

3. Start Xilinx Platform Studio XPS

4. Turn board on

5. Download bitstream

6. Open XMD debug application

7. Download executable program, in XMD console
dow TestApp_wbEncoder/executable.elf

8. Execute application con

 4.3.4. Linux device driver development using OE

All software applications source code is under the work directory “${HOME}/workspace/oe/build-xilinx-
ml507/conf/tmp/work”. The user can modify this base source to add new changes. Once validated the 
changes can be distributed as source code patches. For example, we are going to discuss the way of how 
a simple patch for Xilinx video frame buffer driver was generated and integrated to OE kernel built recipe 
and how this patch ended up in the Kernel mainstream repository to fix Xilinx frame buffer support for  
newer ip-core module distributed by modern versions of Xilinx XPS.

The problem with the xilinx frame buffer video driver was that in the phase of registering the device to 
the video Linux subsystem, the information of the compatibility module version was not updated. There  
is  a small  structure table [4.16]  xilinxfb_of_match  which holds a table with the information of the 
hardware module version that is supported by the Linux driver. This table is compared with the device  
tree descriptor to find out which video module is present in the target platform to see if it is supported by 
the device driver. 

Table 4.16: xilinx frame buffer video compatibility versions

/* Match table for of_platform binding */ 
static struct of_device_id xilinxfb_of_match[] __devinitdata = { 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-1.00.a", }, 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,plb-tft-cntlr-ref-1.00.a", }, 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,plb-dvi-cntlr-ref-1.00.c", }, 
    {}, 
}; 

When creating the hardware project, the display video module integrated (tft) was a newer version 2.01.a,  
and the information of this newer revision was not defined in xilinxfb_of_match table. Adding the new 
compatibility version fixed the error check, table [4.17]. Since the driver kept backwards compatibility any 
other change was not needed to be able to use the xilinx frame buffer driver.
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Table 4.17: Xilinx frame buffer video compatibility version fixed

/* Match table for of_platform binding */ 
static struct of_device_id xilinxfb_of_match[] __devinitdata = { 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-1.00.a", }, 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-2.00.a", }, 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-2.01.a", }, 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,plb-tft-cntlr-ref-1.00.a", }, 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,plb-dvi-cntlr-ref-1.00.c", }, 
    {}, 
}; 

To create the software patch that fixes the error, we can use many tools like quilt, diff or git. By using git  
we not only have the capability to create the patch, but also to keep track of all the changes, integrate 
new revisions from external repositories and have a flexible way to merge this two versions or to extract  
the differences. See [Loeliger, 2009] for more information on git command usage. Table [4.18] shows the 
steps to generate the corresponding patch to fix the frame buffer support for newer ip-core modules.

Table 4.18: Git steps to generate a simple patch

1. Go to Linux kernel source directory

cd ${HOME}/workspace/oe/build-xilinx-ml507/tmp/work/xilinx-ml507-angstrom-linux/linux-xilinx-
2.6.33+git-r0/git

2. Initialize git on the top directory of linux-xilinx-ml507 source code 

git init

3. Instruct git to track all the files in the Linux kernel source tree 

git add .

4. Commit all the files 

git commit -as

5. Create a new working branch 

git checkout -b working-branch

6. Modify/add source code 

vim drivers/video/xilinxfb.c

7. Instruct git to track the changes 

git add drivers/video/xilinxfb.c

8. Commit the changes 

git commit -s

9. Create the source path 

git format-patch master
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Integrating the generated patch to OE is done by modifying the Linux kernel recipe and copying the patch 
on the subdirectory  where the build  recipe is  stored,  so when re-compiling  the kernel,  the patch is 
integrated to the source code. Table [4.19] shows the common steps to add a new patch file in OE/Poky 
package recipe, continuing with the inclusion of the frame buffer fix.

Table 4.19: OE steps to include a new patch in a recipe

1. Copy the generated patch to the directory where the kernel recipes is stored 

cp xilinxfb-update-tft-comp.patch \ 
${HOME}/workspece/oe/openembedded/recipes/linux/linux-xilinx-ml507/

2. Edit linux-xilinx-ml507_git.bb recipe 

vim ${HOME}/workspece/oe/openembedded/recipes/linux/linux-xilinx-ml507_git.bb

3. Add the file patch entry and increase the PR variable

... 
PR = “r1” 
SRC_URI = “git://git.xilinx.com/linux-2.6-xlnx.git;protocol=git\ 
           file://xilinxfb-update-tft-comp.patch \ 
           file://defconfig” 
...

4. Rebuild the kernel 

bitbake -b ~/workspace/oe/openembedded/recipes/linux/linux-xilinx-ml507_git.bb

The result patch is showed in table [4.20]. Note that the lines that starts with the plus symbol (+) are the 
code  lines  that  were  added  to  fix  the  xilinx  framebuffer  driver  support  to  newer  ip-core  hardware  
modules.

Using this approach we are directly integrating our changes in OE. In Kernel development we do not need  
to rebuild the complete root file system. We can only rebuild the kernel  image and deploy it  to the  
embedded device storage (compact  flash)  as well  as the kernel  driver  modules.  Even better,  the file 
system can be set up to use the network file system (NFS) so the new driver modules would be available 
on the target platform without need to copy any image. Everything would be available after a rebuild.

If needed, the configuration menu of the Linux Kernel can be launched using bitbake as follows:

bitbake -b ~/workspace/oe/openembedded/recipes/linux/linux-xilinx-ml507_git.bb \
-c menuconfig

The menuconfig interface, figure [4.12], is opened in a terminal where the user can enable/disable kernel 
modules,  add/remove  file  system  support,  enable/disable  kernel  debugging  facilities  and  in  general 
customize the kernel configuration options.
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Table 4.20: Xilinx frame buffer video compatibility versions patch

From 93d77edd37fccd03b227f259f0e52072eae9ba74 Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001 
From: Adrian Alonso <aalonso00@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, 15 Jul 2010 23:16:48 -0500 
Subject: [PATCH] xilinxfb: update tft comp versions 

* Add tft display module compatibility for new 
  hardware modules 

Signed-off-by: Adrian Alonso <aalonso00@gmail.com> 
--- 
 drivers/video/xilinxfb.c |    2 ++ 
 1 files changed, 2 insertions(+), 0 deletions(-) 

diff --git a/drivers/video/xilinxfb.c b/drivers/video/xilinxfb.c 
index ed7c8d0..829efaa 100644 
--- a/drivers/video/xilinxfb.c 
+++ b/drivers/video/xilinxfb.c 
@@ -484,6 +484,8 @@ static int __devexit xilinxfb_of_remove(struct 
of_device *op) 
 /* Match table for of_platform binding */ 
 static struct of_device_id xilinxfb_of_match[] __devinitdata = { 

{ .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-1.00.a", }, 
+ { .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-2.00.a", }, 
+ { .compatible = "xlnx,xps-tft-2.01.a", }, 

{ .compatible = "xlnx,plb-tft-cntlr-ref-1.00.a", }, 
{ .compatible = "xlnx,plb-dvi-cntlr-ref-1.00.c", }, 
{}, 

-- 
1.7.1.1 
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 4.3.5. Wishbone wheel encoder Linux device driver implementation

The Wishbone wheel encoder Linux device driver implementation is a variation of the generic PS/2 mice 
which  only  reports  one  dimension  movements  in  the  Y-axis  that  corresponds  to  clockwise/counter 
clockwise rotation movements. It works similar on how a scroll wheel reports events on a standard mice.  
Event generation reports are handled in the interrupt routine by decoding the rotate direction of the 
wheel encoder and using input device API to forward the Y-axis movements to user space applications in  
a standard fashion, so the X server can handle the input events.

Table [4.21] presents some of the important parts of the driver implementation. The wb_encoder_drvdata 
is the private data structure that holds some of the details of the device. A pointer to the  input_dev 
subsystem, base_addr is a pointer for register IO space access; and some flags to maintain the state of  
the emulated input  device.  The  wb_encoder_of_match table holds  the hardware ip-core compatibility 
data.  This  field  indicates  that  only  the  plb2wb-encoder-1.07.a is  supported  by  the  driver.  The 
wb_encoder_of_driver struct provides information about the methods that are implemented on the 
Linux  device  model  for  the  wheel  encoder.  In  this  case  only  the  probe  and  remove  methods  are  
implemented. The first one initializes the hardware module and set the device to a known state, while the 
remove method finalizes the input module subsystem. All decoding processing and event reporting is  
part of the interrupt handler.

Table 4.21: wb_encoder.c device driver snip

....
struct wb_encoder_drvdata { 

struct input_dev *input; 

int irq; 
void __iomem *base_addr; 
bool armed; 
unsigned char dir; /* 0 - clockwise, 1 - CCW */ 

};

static struct of_device_id wb_encoder_of_match[] __devinitdata = { 
    { .compatible = "xlnx,plb2wb-encoder-1.07.a", }, 
    { /*end of list*/ }, 
}; 
MODULE_DEVICE_TABLE(of, wb_encoder_of_match); 

static struct of_platform_driver wb_encoder_of_driver = { 
    .name = DRIVER_NAME, 
    .match_table = wb_encoder_of_match, 
    .probe = wb_encoder_of_probe, 
    .remove = __devexit_p(wb_encoder_of_remove), 
}; 
...
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 4.4. Bringing everything together

 4.4.1. Wishbone wheel encoder Linux driver integration in OE

Every recipe descriptor has a SRC_URI variable that specifies the location of the source code from where  
the program will be fetched. This variable can also be used to add additional source code patches. Using 
this feature the source code for the wishbone wheel module is integrated. The patch Kconfig-wishbone-
*.patch holds the changes needed to add an entry in the kernel configuration manager to select the 
build option of the wb_encoder driver, figure [4.13], while the Makefile-wishbone-*.patch file appends 
the  object  file  to  the  distributed  kernel  modules  if  this  is  enabled.  The wb_encoder-*.patch  is  the 
implementation of  the wheel  encoder  driver.  Table  [4.22]  shows a snip of the  linux-xilinx_git.bb 
recipe  and  how patch  files  are  integrated.  After  decompressing  the  kernel  source,  the  patches  are 
incorporated, making the new features available. Section 4.3.3 presents the common steps for using OE 
as a software development environment and how to integrate new software.

Table 4.22: linux-xilinx_git.bb: wb_encoder device driver integration in OE

...
SRC_URI = "git://git.xilinx.com/linux-2.6-xlnx.git;protocol=git \ 
          file://xilinxfb-update-tft-comp.patch \ 
          file://Kconfig-wishbone-rotatory-encoder-support.patch \ 
          file://Makefile-wishbone-rotatory-encoder-support.patch \ 

   file://wb_encoder-wishbone-rotatory-encoder-driver.patch \ 
   file://defconfig"

...
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 4.4.2. Input device debugging support

The Linux input subsystems has a reliable debug mechanism.  When writing a new input driver (such as 
keyboard,  trackball,  etc.),  there are  two ways  to  debug input  devices:  one is  using  the Linux  kernel  
debugging features and the other is by using a test application called the evtest utility.

The Linux kernel includes some support for printing input events as debug messages. To use it, set the  
following in the kernel config, and enable the EVBUG module CONFIG_INPUT_EVBUG=y; This would build 
evbug kernel module,  because the print messages are at the KERN_DEBUG level (7). Typically we need to 
change the debug level “echo 8 > /proc/sys/kernel/printk”. At this point, you will see messages like 
the following on the console table [4.23].

Table 4.23: evbug messages example

evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 1, Code: 108, Value: 1
evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 0, Code: 0, Value: 0
evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 1, Code: 103, Value: 1
evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 1, Code: 106, Value: 1
evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 0, Code: 0, Value: 0
evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 1, Code: 103, Value: 0
evbug.c: Event. Dev: gpio-keys/input0, Type: 0, Code: 0, Value: 0

The linux-input project includes a neat little tool named evtest that is very handy for testing input devices. 
In Openembedded, simply type:  bitbake linux-input; To use it, run evtest with a  /dev/input/eventx 
argument  i.e.  root@machine:~$ evtest /dev/input/event0;  evtest  would  output  information  in  the 
console as show in table [4.24].

Table 4.24: evtest messages example

Input driver version is 1.0.0
Input device ID: bus 0x19 vendor 0x1 product 0x1 version 0x100
Input device name: "gpio-keys"
Supported events:
  Event type 0 (Sync)
  Event type 1 (Key)
    Event code 103 (Up)
    Event code 105 (Left)
    Event code 106 (Right)
    Event code 108 (Down)
    Event code 116 (Power)
Testing ... (interrupt to exit)
Event: time 1009.433605, type 1 (Key), code 108 (Down), value 0
Event: time 1009.433737, -------------- Report Sync ------------
Event: time 1010.735605, type 1 (Key), code 108 (Down), value 1
Event: time 1010.735740, -------------- Report Sync ------------
Event: time 1011.075586, type 1 (Key), code 106 (Right), value 1
Event: time 1011.075720, -------------- Report Sync ------------
Event: time 1011.103379, type 1 (Key), code 108 (Down), value 0
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 4.5. Summary

Chapter [4] provides an overview of the development process followed by most open source projects. 
Table  [4.1]  captures  the different  developing  phases  and how contributors  interact  whit  the project  
community. The work developed is divided in two parts: the first address the HDL custom module design 
process starting explaining how to create the base reference hardware project. Then it continues with 
how  to  use  XPS  to  create  a  custom  HDL  template  project  that  can  be  exported  to  ISE  tool  for  
implementation and verification of the HDL modules. Once validated, the project is re-imported to XPS  
for integrating the HDL to the base hardware project. The second part targets the software development  
process using OE as SDK providing an example on how to add a new software feature to the main source  
code. An alternative method for standalone drivers development is explained. Standalone drivers are 
only useful in early development stages when there is no OS support on the target. Chapter [5] presents 
the results of the developed work.
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5. Results
This  chapter  discuss  the  results  of  this  thesis,  describing  the  design  flow,  embedded  Linux  
distribution generation, and hardware/software integration approach.

 5.1. Hardware/Software integration design flow
In our investigation on hardware/software partitioning we are proposing a development model flow for 
integrating  Openembedded  build  framework  for  Linux  BSP  generation  and  as  an  environment  for 
software development. In hardware/software integration the platforms details are extracted from the 
hardware project generated with Xilinx XPS tool and exported to boot loader (uboot) and the Linux kernel 
source code. So the software can be built  matching the hardware model.  All  components needed to  
support Linux on Xilinx PowerPC embedded devices are generated in an automated fashion. The only 
user interaction is on setting the hardware reference project path and the intended target board model  
were the root  file  systems would be deployed.  OE  can generate  a  Linux  distribution tailored to the 
particular characteristics of the hardware model.

 5.2. Automate Embedded Linux distribution generation

Openembbeded  framework  has  proven  a  reliable  infrastructure  for  automating  the  generation  of 
embedded Linux distributions for Xilinx platforms that can be used to introspect the hardware platform 
project to export the hardware details, in this form handling the hardware/software integration phase. OE 
support for Xilinx PowerPC targets has been extended to Poky build framework and now is an official  
project  of  the  Yocto  project  [www.yoctoproject.org].  Figure  [5.1]  shows  the  web  interface  of  the  git 
repository [http://git.yoctoproject.org/cgit/cgit.cgi/meta-xilinx/] that holds the meta-xilinx board support 
layer for Xilinx PowerPC targets. Annex [ 8.3.] covers the initial steps for start using Poky build framework.
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 5.3. Xilinx ML507 hardware reference project

A hardware reference project is available online which integrates the peripherals presented in section 
[ 4.2.] used as base reference. The project can be found at [https://github.com/aalonso/xilinx-ml507]. It 
includes mos of the peripherals found in a typical embedded system, see table [4.2]. In the annex [ 8.1.] 
are shown the resource usage of the FPGA elements used in the project and annex [  8.2.] shows the block 
diagram of the integrated peripherals.

 5.4. Wishbone hardware modules example

The Wishbone bridge is a first attempt at defining and standard interconnection scheme that can be used  
in future research projects with the goal of gaining interconnection portability. Thus, custom peripherals 
modules can be re-used independently of the architecture. To re-use the IP modules a Wishbone bridge 
is needed so the system bus request on the peripheral can be translated from the platform system bus to 
the wishbone bus specification. The current wishbone bridge implementation follows a point to point  
interconnection scheme that only translates the red/write request from the PLB to the wishbone device 
(slave functionality). Complex peripherals might request access to the PLB to pass data that has been 
generated  (master  device)  such  as  Usb  OTG  devices.  Also  direct  memory  access  support  is  not  
implemented. DMA is used in devices that generates large blocks of data that is not viable to keep in 
registers such as video devices. These type of devices can reserve a section of memory where display 
information is stored, so the device read/writes data is stored directly to main memory without passing to 
the bottle neck of the system bus can represent.

The Wishbone bridge is implemented in the wheel encoder custom peripheral. Table [5.1] presents the 
HDL modules that integrates the wheel encoder device. The plb2wb_encoder.vhd is the main interface to 
the system bus (PLBv46). The file is auto generated by the Peripheral Wizard and the user only needs to 
modify it  to define new ports or configuration parameters.  The  Peripheral Wizard also generates a 
template for the user_logic.v module where the Wishbone bridge is implement and the control signals 
for the Wishbone interface are defined. Here the  wb_encoder.v module is also instantiated where the 
logic of the peripheral is implemented. In annex [ 8.2.] shows the block diagram of the hardware module 
including the Wishbone encoder peripheral.

Table 5.1: Wishbone encoder HDL modules

Wishbone encoder HDL module Description

plb2wb_encoder.vhd Implements main bus interface

user_logic.v Wishbone bridge

wb_encoder.v Main core functionality
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 5.5. Wishbone encoder standalone driver

The standalone drivers are stored in the directory <hwd project>/drivers/plb2wb_encoder_v1_04_a/src 
Table  [5.2]  presents  the driver  source files.  The  header  files  exposes  the methods  and macros  that 
provide  the  driver  functionality.  The  <hwd  project>/TestApp_wbEncoder/src/wbEncoder_tapp.c 
implements  the  test  application  using  the  methods  implemented  in  the  file  pl2wb_encoder.c. The 
interrupt  handler  function only  captures  the state of  the input  ports  that  are mapped to the wheel  
encoder signals. Table [5.3] shows part of the interrupt handler implementation.

Table 5.2: Wishbone encoder standalone driver source files

Source file Description

Makefile Project make file

plb2wb_encoder.c Implementation of core standalone driver

plb2wb_encoder.h Header file making visible macros, methods

plb2wb_encoder_selftest.c Example of test application

Table 5.3: Wishbone encoder standalone interrupt handler

void PLB2WB_ENCODER_Intr_DefaultHandler(void *callbackRef) 
{ 
    Xuint32 baseaddr, regVal; 
    Xuint32 IntrStatus; 
    Xuint32 IpStatus; 
    wbEncoder *instPtr; 

    instPtr = (wbEncoder *)(callbackRef); 

    Xil_AssertVoid(instPtr != NULL); 
    Xil_AssertVoid(instPtr->isReady == XIL_COMPONENT_IS_READY); 
    baseaddr = (Xuint32) instPtr->baseAddress; 

    xil_printf("User logic interrupt! \n\r"); 

    /* Save prevoius value */ 
    instPtr->readDelta = instPtr->readData; 

    regVal = PLB2WB_ENCODER_mReadReg(baseaddr, 
                                     PLB2WB_ENCODER_SLV_REG0_OFFSET); 

    instPtr->readData = regVal & 0xE0; 

    xil_printf("data  = 0x%x \n\r", instPtr->readData); 
    xil_printf("delta = 0x%x \n\r", instPtr->readDelta); 
    
    PLB2WB_ENCODER_ClearInterrupt(instPtr); 
}
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 5.6. Wishbone encoder Linux device driver

The Linux device driver for the Wishbone wheel encoder makes use of the device input subsystem to 
forward the events captured in the driver interrupts handler function to user space applications. Table 
[5.4] shows the source code files that add the device driver to the kernel build system and the core driver.  
These files are stored at  <kernel source>/drivers/input/misc. In the  Makefile the object file of the 
wheel encoder driver is added to make the Linux kernel subsystem aware to include the wb_encoder 
object file to the generated kernel modules. In the Kconfig file the option of enabling the kernel module 
built for the wheel encoder is added. This option appears in the kernel menuconfig dialog where user can 
enable/disable the wheel  encoder module. The  wb_encoder.c file contains the implementation of the 
wheel encoder driver, section [ 4.3.5.] covers the basic details of the driver implementation and section 
[ 4.4.1.] explains how these source code files can be integrated in OE for deploying the kernel module into 
the root file system on the target device.

Table 5.4: Wishbone wheel encoder Linux device driver

Source file Description

Makefile Project make file, add driver object entry

Kconfig Include build option in Kernel build system

wb_encoder.c Wishbone wheel encoder driver

Table [5.5] presents the node of the device tree that describes the Wishbone wheel encoder module. The 
reg parameter defines the address space of the device (0x81500000), all the parameters that starts with 
the xlnx  prefix  are  used in  XPS to  configure the module  for  a  given  platform.  The user  can define  
additional parameters for setting default options in the process of adding a custom module.

Table 5.5: Wishbone wheel encoder device tree node

plb2wb_encoder_0: plb2wb-encoder@81500000 { 
compatible = "xlnx,plb2wb-encoder-1.07.a"; 
interrupt-parent = <&xps_intc_0>; 
interrupts = < 11 2 >; 
reg = < 0x81500000 0x10000 >; 
xlnx,family = "virtex5"; 
xlnx,include-dphase-timer = <0x1>; 

} ;

The kernel module (wb_encoder.ko) and the device tree blob with the information of the device attributes 
are the two elements needed to add support for controlling the wheel encoder as an input device.
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6. Conclusions and future work

In this chapter conclusion and future work recommendations are described.

This thesis started by exploring Embebian as an embedded distribution for PowerPC platforms but soon 
the limitations arose since is was not suitable to the nature of dynamic reconfiguration in a FPGA's. What  
if a platform had hardware support for a floating point unit (FPU)? In that case the GNU compiler (gcc)  
needs to be build with floating point support. Trying to re-use the prebuilt software in a similar platform  
but  without  a  hardware  FPU will  make  that  all  the  prebuilt  software  crash  the  processor  since  the  
executable binaries would include assembler instructions that makes use of the FPU. Therefore, there  
was a need to have a framework that could be instructed on the platform details to generate a custom 
Linux distribution tailored to the target platform.

The major contribution of this thesis is the general support for Openembedded and Poky frameworks to  
support all Xilinx target boards variants that includes  the PowerPc processor (405, 440) as main CPU. All  
changes are in upstream project repositories, and creating a Linux distribution is just matter of getting a  
set of helper scripts that downloads all the software needed, and readies the environment to use OE to  
generate from a simple root file system image only containing the minimal  software providing a terminal  
console as main user  interface, to complete graphical desktop distributions like XFCE or Sato based on 
Gnome software stack.

OE/Poky also handles the hardware/software integration process making it easier to bring Linux support 
on Xilinx reconfigurable platforms. Replicating the generation of the root file system is straight forward 
and no additional customization or configuration is needed. This is only true for OE built system, since as  
part of the helpers scripts (oe-utils) there is also a sample configuration file for the ML507 board to start  
using the framework without too much knowledge.

The Wishbone bridge might  see to be an overhead to the custom peripheral  design and also  loose 
performance, but we gain interconnection portability. In the case of re-using the encoder logic module to 
a different architecture, the only work needed is to re-implement the Wishbone bridge to the particular  
system bus.  For  the Alligator_SP project  there is  a  need to  define a system bus,  and the Wishbone 
specification is a good candidate, since there are several ip-core mudules available that can be integrated 
in Alligator_SP. Thus the specification is open, and we do not have any restrictions or royalties to pay for  
using this specification.

The Wishbone ip-core modules where not been validated at HDL level. This is a process that needs to be 
investigated, since the hardware vendor provides several tools for doing an extensive testing at HDL level.  
Some of the options to validate each ip-core module are using test benches, chipscope virtual analyzer or  
the BFM (bus functional model) framework. The first two options need a dedicated interpretation of the 
results bus transactions that can become a time consuming activity.  BFM uses a subset of assembly 
language that can e used to write short test projects that, for example, read/writes to registers on the  
device,  exercise and validate the behavior of the ip-core module.
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While all the particular objectives where covered in the developed work, the validation phase of custom 
HDL modules stills represents an obstacle for integrating all the elements to test the Wishbone wheel  
encoder. Feature works need to address the HDL validation phase, since is possible to have a buggy HDL  
module. For example, when a software driver request to access a register in the wheel encoder module, 
there is a delay of 4 clock cycles in the translation of the request from the PLB bus to the Wishbone 
bridge, and the core logic of the ip-core module. While there is some logic in the Wishbone bridge state 
machine to signal an error if the ip-core logic does not respond, there is no prove that the number of  
cycles waiting for a respond in the Wishbone bridge state machine are sufficient or complaint with the 
requirements needed by the PLB bus.

 6.1. Future work

 6.1.1. Improve hardware/software co-design

ACE image generation can be automated by creating an OE/Poky build recipe that would call the Make file 
of the hardware project (system.make). So, during the Linux root file system, generating the hardware 
project can synthesized to form the bitstream, generate the libraries and headers that are exported to the 
software that needs details of the hardware platform.                                                             

Improve hardware/software co-design by

• Creating a bitbake recipe for synthesis hardware project.
• Creating a bitbake recipe for library generation from hardware project.
• Automate the inclusion of device tree scripts for generating device tree descriptor.
• Automate system ACE image generation. Image should be placed on the same location of the 

images generated by OE/Poky frameworks.

Xilinx Platform Studio generates a make file that is used to build the different project components, i.e. the  
hardware bitstream, the software libraries which are generated from MHS and MSS (hardware/software 
description files),  user applications, HDL simulation models,  etc.  The idea is to have a mechanism in  
OE/Poky platform that triggers the bitstream or libraries generation if these are missing in the hardware 
project.

Generating the device tree descriptor from the hardware project requires to download a set of helper  
scripts that parses the MHS description file to form the DTS file used by the Linux Kernel. This can be 
automated by inspecting the project and if needed install the helper scripts into the project and configure 
the  project  so  when  library  generation  is  called  it  would  produce  the  DTS  descriptor.

The goal to automate the hardware/software co-design is to deliver in a single place all the components 
needed to bring Linux on Xilinx platforms. We can instruct OE/Poky to generate a root file system image 
that can be integrated in Xilinx SDK.
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 6.1.2. Openembedded/Poky frameworks soft-processor support

There is a large set of soft-processor whit a reliable GNU toolchain support such as Openrisc, OpenSparc, 
Microlablaze, Nios 2, etc. that can be integrated in Xilinx or Alteras FPGA's. OE/Poky build frameworks can 
automate the root file system Linux image generation that can be used to gain a expertise on Linux board  
bring up. For OE/Poky build frameworks we need to provide the processor and the platform description 
details.  From hardware perspective we need to build a infrastructure that can provide the hardware 
elements  hierarchy  information  and  be  able  to  synthesize  the  hardware  model  to  form  a  FPGA 
configuration file (bitstream). Peripheral on demand (POD) project aims to provide the basic functionality 
as Xilinx XPS, a mechanism on how the hardware elements are integrated to synthesize and form a  
bitstream configuration file. POD can also assign and map the external pins  of the FPGA with the ports 
on HDL hardware modules.  It  re-uses the same file  descriptor  (user  constrains)  to  achieve the port 
mapping. For synthesis, POD uses proprietary tools from FPGA vendors which in more cases are provided 
without cost, while complex integration tools like Xilinx EDK can have a considerable license fee. By using  
POD and OE/Poky build frameworks we can develop an alternative environment development framework 
where we can explore a new approach of hardware/software co-design.

 6.1.3. Wishbone shared bus support

As the Alligator_SP project evolves it will require a processor local bus to interconnect a set of peripheral  
with the CPU, and the Wishbone shared bus is a good candidate since it  would re-use a large set of 
custom peripherals provided by the OpenCores project and the set of peripheral developed in this thesis. 
A first step is to review the new Wishbone specification revision B.4 released on late August 2010 and re-
implement the Wishbone bridge by adding  a decoding address logic. Thus, we can interconnect  more 
that one peripheral and be able to redirect the write/read request to the proper peripheral device.

By sharing a single bus for all Wishbone peripherals there is a need to prioritize the interrupt generation  
by all peripherals connected to the shared bus. A configurable logic block is needed to attend this task. In 
traditional systems this logic block is the interrupt controller.

Direct memory access support is needed as the complexity of the hardware modules increase such as 
USB controllers, video interfaces, storage devices and Ethernet devices generates a large set of data that 
needs to be stored in main memory to avoid the performance penalty if data is passed via read/write to  
the processor bus. From hardware perspective, DMA links would be the last step in the implementation 
of a full capable Wishbone shared bus.

From software perspective the Linux device drivers should be implemented following the scheme of the 
PCI bus or USB bus which first implements a bus platform driver that only knows how to access to the 
specific bus subsystem (PCI, USB); The Wishbone shared bus and device controllers would inherit this 
base and override and implement the core device functionality. Figure [6.1] shows a graphical structure 
of the drivers partitioning. With this we lower the complexity of the specific device driver implementation 
by following the Linux subsystems partitioning approach. The Wishbone shared bus driver should handle 
device  registration  and  hot  plugging  support  and  its  implementation  can  be  done  in  platforms  like 
OpenRisc to only focus Linux device driver implementation in a proved base platform.
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 6.1.4. Multicore IPC and dedicated hardware API

Multicore Inter-process  communication (IPC)  is  a set  of  techniques for  the exchange of data among  
multiple  threads  in  one  or  more  processes.  Processes  may  be  running  on one  or  more  computers  
connected by a network; or processes running in multiple CPU cores in a single computer. IPC techniques 
are divided into methods for message passing, synchronization, shared memory, and remote procedure 
calls (RPC). The method of IPC used may vary based on the bandwidth and latency of communication  
between the threads, and the type of data being communicated. There are several reasons for providing  
an environment that allows process cooperation: 

• Information sharing .
• Speedup.
• Modularity.
• Convenience.
• Privilege separation.

While  dedicated hardware functions can perform an specialized  function like  graphic  acceleration in 
video cards or audio encoding/decoding in a dedicated audio chipset, as in IPC, the same mechanism of 
sharing data between the CPU and dedicated hardware could be using a shared memory region, message 
passing  or synchronization methods.

SysLink project [http://www.omappedia.org/wiki/Syslink_Project] is an initiative of Texas  Instruments to 
bring a standard IPC mechanism in OMAP4  dual-core CPU. Figure [6.2]  presents the architecture of 
SysLink. The key component of SysLink is the Remote Command Messaging (RCM) module, which handles  
remote  function  calls.  Using  RCM,  a  host  processor  can  take  advantage  of  slave  processors  for  
multimedia  acceleration functions.  The host  can request  the slave to run audio  or  video processing 
functions on a data buffer. The host can then proceed to other tasks. By delegating this processing to the  
specialized remote processors, the system can support high-bandwidth audio and video playback without  
a performance impact on the core [Omapedia, SysLink].
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SysLink or a similar IPC mechanism can be ported to Xilinx dual core based platforms like ML510 (dual 
core PowerPC 440), multiple instances of Microblaze CPU or the next Xilinx platform based on ARM dual  
cortex9a CPU, while SysLink handles the task distribution at  application level.  In a similar manner a 
hardware dedicated resource controller can be implemented. The hardware resource controller would be 
responsible of  initializing the device and supply the data to be processed by the hardware element.  
SysLink trough the RCM encapsulates the functionality of the underlying hardware which translates the 
commands to perform a dedicated action.
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8. Annex
 8.1. Xilinx ML507 hardware project resource usage

Device Utilization Summary (actual values)

Slice Logic Utilization Hardware ref project

Used Available Utilization

Number of Slice Registers 7,844 44,800 17%

    Number used as Flip Flops 7,844   

Number of Slice LUTs 7,323 44,800 16%

    Number used as logic 7,076 44,800 15%

        Number using O6 output only 6,408   

        Number using O5 output only 281   

        Number using O5 and O6 387   

    Number used as Memory 203 13,120 1%

        Number used as Dual Port RAM 72   

            Number using O5 and O6 72   

        Number used as Shift Register 131   

            Number using O6 output only 131   

    Number used as exclusive route-thru 44   

Number of route-thrus 329   

    Number using O6 output only 320   

    Number using O5 output only 4   

    Number using O5 and O6 5   

Number of occupied Slices 4,516 11,200 40%

Number of LUT Flip Flop pairs used 10,982   

    Number with an unused Flip Flop 3,138 10,982 28%

    Number with an unused LUT 3,659 10,982 33%

    Number of fully used LUT-FF pairs 4,185 10,982 38%

    Number of unique control sets 1,113   

    Number of slice register sites lost
        to control set restrictions 2,557 44,800 5%

Number of bonded IOBs 268 640 41%

    Number of LOCed IOBs 268 268 100%

    IOB Flip Flops 478   

Number of BlockRAM/FIFO 26 148 17%

    Number using BlockRAM only 24   

    Number using FIFO only 2   
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        Number of 36k BlockRAM used 19   

        Number of 18k BlockRAM used 6   

        Number of 36k FIFO used 2   

    Total Memory used (KB) 864 5,328 16%

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs 10 32 31%

    Number used as BUFGs 9   

    Number used as BUFGCTRLs 1   

Number of IDELAYCTRLs 5 22 22%

Number of BUFIOs 8 80 10%

Number of PLL_ADVs 2 6 33%

Number of PPC440s 1 1 100%

Number of TEMACs 1 2 50%

Average Fanout of Non-Clock Nets 3.43   
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 8.2. Xilixn ML507 hardware project block diagram
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 8.3. Poky framework setup

This  section  explains  the  procedure  for  installing  Poky  build  framework,  Xilinx  BSP  layer  and  the 
configuration needed to generate rootfs images for Xilinx PowerPC base platforms. *Note: ${POKYROOT}  
is the absolute path where Poky is installed in your system.

Get Poky

git clone git://git.pokylinux.org/poky.git

Get Xilinx BSP meta layer

cd poky
git clone git://git.pokylinux.org/meta-xilinx.git

 
 Setup poky environment

source poky-init-build-env

Target board configuration, edit local configuration file

vim ${POKYROOT}/build/conf/local.conf

 
# Set the target machine details
MACHINE ?= "virtex5"
# Set Xilinx Platform Studio hardware project path
XILINX_BSP_PATH ?= "${HOME}/workspace/ppc44x/xilinx-ml507"
# Set target board
XILINX_BOARD ?= "ml507"

Edit bblayer configuration file to add the search path for meta-xilinx BSP recipes

vim ${POKYROOT}/build/conf/bblayers.conf

 
BBLAYERS = " \
  ${POKYROOT}/meta \
  ${POKYROOT}/meta-xilinx”

Build basic console image

bitbake poky-image-minimal
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